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2ABSTRACT
The financial market in Hong Kong'has grown rapidly
in recent years. In addition to investment in the local
stock markets, investors can also trade freely in short-
term interest bearing instruments and'long-term bonds in
addition to commodity futures. With the growth of the
stock markets, the increase in trading volume results in
extreme shortage in manual workers required for physical
delivery of securities. For example, the turnover on 3
November, 1980, reached amaximum of Hong Kong dollars
1.4 billion. Most brokers had built up a backlog of
securities delivery and receipt as it was not possible
to cope with the surge in manual work under the exist-
ing securities settlement system. As a result, the
stock exchanges declared a temporary suspension of the
afternoon-trading sessions between 17 November, 1980,
and 8 March, 1981
To cope with the'- situation,, the--writers believe
that it is necessary to replace the existing securities'
settlement system by a fully automated settlement system
to handle the ever increasing activity in the stock
market. A fully automated system will result in a
decrease in the time required for securities settlement,
more efficient usage of manual labour and office space,
and a decrease in the cost of operation.
In order to design an automated securities settle-
3
ment system for Hong Kong, the writers have studied the
securities settlement systems in the United States, the
securities clearing system in Belgium, and the Hong Kong
Bankers' Clearing House system, interviewed authorities
in the various stock exchanges and stock markets and used
information and data available from the stock exchanges
in Hong Kong.
The research paper only suggests a basic concept in
the design of an.automated securities settlement system
for Hong Kong. The writers are convinced that an
automated securities settlement system will further
develop and enhance the position of Hong Kong as a
leading financial centre in the Far East.
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Hong Kong is slowly evolving into the financial
centre of the Far East. Over the past five years,
financial instruments in the money markets and capital
markets-such as negotiable certificates of deposit,
bankers' acceptances, fixed rate bonds and convertible
bonds are being introduced into Hong Kong. American
banks. and securities firms, and. European banks-,have
gradually established their presence along with their
expertise and their efficient communications networks.
At present, Hong Kong is the trading base for the Far
East region in the purchase and sale of Eurobonds and
U.S. Government securities. It has become an integral
centre in a 24-hour worldwide financial circuit, namely
London, New York, Hong Kong.
Purpose, Feature and-Scope
As the financial importance of Hong Kong increases,
the existing four stock exchanges also undergo improve-
ment. A bill has been passed to unify the Hong Kong
Stock Exchange Limited, the Far East Exchange Limited,
the Kam Ngan Stock Exchange Limited, and the Kowloon
Stock Exchange Limited into the Stock Exchange of Hong
Kong. The legality has been pending since the end of
October,1980 until the formalities are completed with the
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Hong Kong Government. As to a common space for trading,
this might'have to wait for a few years until suitable
premises can be located at a reasonable cost to the
members.
Along the line of improvement, the purpose of this
paper is to investigate the existing manual system for-
the purchase and sale of stocks among the securities
dealers in Hong Kong. The main disadvantages in any
manual system are labour intensiveness and cost in terms
of salaries and office space. The latter is becoming an
expensive fixed. overhead cost for businessmen in Hong
Kong. Moreover, a manual system can hardly cope with a
rapid expansion of volume of work, and time becomes an
uncontrollable variable factor. For example, the active
stock market in October and November, 1980, caused the
trading volume to expand from an average daily turnover
of HK$400/500 million to HK$700 million.1 The securities
industry was caught in a paper blizzard. In order to
permit members of the stock exchanges to process the
transactions adequately, the Council of Hong Kong
Federation of Stock Exchange announced that the after-
noon trading sessions of the member Exchanges were temp-
Drarily suspended effective 17 November 1980.2
Any stock exchange is likely to..encounter the above
situation in the course of its development. The New York
1statistics on trading volume were supplied by
Mr. C.H. Wong, Manager, Whitehall Finance Limited, Hong
Kong, interview, 16 December 1980.
2Announcement, Hong Kong Federation of Stock
Exchanges, 13 November 1980.
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Stock exchange was caught in a flood of paper-work
during the-stock market boom in 1969 and 1970.3 Along
came other problems such as unbalanced securities in
the vaults of the securities dealers and banks, dividend
differences, interest claims by customers, funding costs
.on the dealers and trust departments of banks, huge back-
logs for the transfer agents, and so on. As a result the
New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) started a computer system.
The.stock exchanges in Hong'Kong are experiencing
a similar problem at present, only eleven years later
than the NYSE.
It is hoped that with a computerised settlement
system for the unified stock exchange, the following
objectives can be achieved for the securities industry
and for Hong Kong:
1. To minimise the manual handling and storage of
share certificates.
2. To economise on labour and office space.
3. To ensure that the settlement of securities is on
time and efficient.
4. To create a system to suit the needs of Hong Kong
with a view of possible inter-face with other
international settlement systems.
5. To maintain the standards of the stock exchange at
a level comparable to those of other recognized
stock exchanges.
6. To ensure'the leading financial position of Hong Kong
3Jerome Cohen, Edward D. Zinbarg, Arthur Zeikel
Investment Analysis and Portfolio Management, Third
edition (Homewood, Illinois: Richard D..Irwin, 1977)
pp. 84-85.
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in the Far East.
In order to design a system which.will suit the
needs of Hong Kong, studies have been conducted on the
existing systems overseas. References were drawn from
the stock settlement system adopted by the New York
Stock Exchange, the bonds settlement system used by
Euro-clear in Brussels, Belgium, as well as the cheques
clearing system utilized presently by the Hong Kong
Bankers.'. Clearing House System.
A special feature of the proposed system is that
ideas were borrowed from the systems available on
similar subjects locally and overseas in order to come
up with a unique system suitable for Hong Kong. When
the rate of growth is excessive, such as the expansion
of trading volume during October and November 1980, the
trend of increasing volume and subsequently the need
for automation is inevitable. The idea of a computerised
settlement system was explored by The Far East Exchange
for its members in the latter•part of 1971. A computer
was installed in 1977. However, its practical utility
was opposed by the member firms and the plan was
stalled. It is beyond the scope of this paper to
conduct a feasibility study with detailed costing.of the
proposed system. The project, nevertheless, will be
worthwhile for a party which is independent of the
securities dealers on the future unified stock exchange.
Firstly, the proposed system will be beneficial to the
securities industry. Secondly, an efficient stock
exchange-will attract additional funds into the stock
market from overseas, thereby enhancing the leading
5
financial position of Hong Kong in the Far East,
Problems and Methodology
The objective of this research project is to
analyse the present settlement of stocks among the
securities dealers in Hong Kong and to propose a
computerised settlement system for the Hong Kong stock
market.
At present, the stock exchanges in the U.S.A. and
Canada are computerised. Other major stock exchanges
around the world differ significantly in their systems
and procedures. The collection of information on
computerised settlement systems consequently is confined
to North America. Even when the information is available,
it is not applicable to the situation in Hong Kong.
The approach adopted in this research is, therefore,
to collect as much information as possible from the Hong
Kong stock exchanges, the brokers, the stock exchanges
overseas, and other related organisations, such as the
Hong Kong Bankers' Clearing House and Euro-clear, the
bonds clearing centre located in Brussels, Belgium.
The information collected is used as a basis for the
design of the computerised settlement system.
Information was collected by using the following
methods:
1. Interviews
The following organisations were visited and
interviews with their staff were held to discuss the
systems used:
- New York Stock Exchange, Inc.
4New York, New York, U.S.A.
Dr. Allen Felix, Education Director
Securities Industry Automation Corporation
New York, New York, U.S.A.
Mr. Gerhard Krobisch, Manager
The Pacific Stock Exchange, Inc.
San Francisco, California, U.S.A.
Mr. David D. Hildebrand, Marketing Manager/Equities
Euro-clear: Morgan Guaranty Trust Company
Brussels, Belgium
Mr. Robert L.G. Pierre, Assistant Vice President
Mr. Jacques PH. M.E. Marson
Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner, Smith H.K. Ltd,
Hong Kong
Mr.. Antonio Choi, Operation Manager
The Far East Exchange Limited
Hong Kong
Mr. K.P. Chow, Administrative Manager
Whitehall Finance Co. Ltd.
bong Kong
Mr. C.H. Wong, Manager
Both the New York Stock Exchange and Euro-clear
use computerised settlement systems. Members of the
staff of the Far East Exchange and a major stock
broker were interviewed to collect information on
their present systems and procedures. This informa-
tion provided the basis for the design of the new
securities settlement system.
2. Reading literatures available
There is very little literature on the subject
of securities settlement systems. The documents
which provide some information on securities
settlement systems and related systems include:
- New York Stock-Exchange Information pamphlets
- Pacific Stock Exchange Information pamphlets
- EUCLID, a time sharing communication system for
the international securities industries,
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distributed by Euro-clear
Hong Kong Bankers' Clearing House Systen
Specifications and Procedure Manual
- New York Clearing House Systems (CHIPS)
3. Data Collection
The following data were collected:
Transaction volumes of the Hong Kong Stock
Exchange and the Far East Exchange
Number of stock brokers in the Hong Kong stock
markets
Documents used by the Hong Kong Stock Exchanges
Documents used by the Hong Kong brokers
Procedures used in the Hong Kong Stock Exchanges
Procedures used by the Hong Kong brokers
Statistics kept by the Hong Kong Stock Exchanges
the information and data collected were analysed
to provide the information required for the design of
the new securities settlement system. The system
design was mainly on a conceptual level giving details
of:
- overall systems flowchart
- relationships among subsystems
- Descriptions of subsystems
Illustrations of system input data
- Illustrations of reports
Quantifiable analysis of costs and cost comparison
of the present: system versus the p=roposed system is not
within the scope of this project since it is not possible
with the available information., However, the writers
attempt to provide a basis for cost analysis using
break-even analysis and sensitivity analysis methods to
8
illustrate how costs can be calculated and compared.
9CHAPTER II
THE PRESENT STOCKS SETTLEMENT SYSTEM
IN HONG KONG
'1'raaing volume and Dollar Sales
The stock markets in Hong Kong were very quiet in
the few years following the dramatic crash in 1973 when
the Hang Seng Index-dived from 1,774.96 on March 3, 1973
to 150.11 on December 10, 1974 and the daily trading
volume, in Hong Kong dollars, declined from 638 million
to 15 million correspondingly. Since 1977, the activity
in the stock markets, however, started to increase. The
Hang Seng Index climbed gradually back to 1,473.59 on
December 31, 1980 and the trading volume then reached
564 million dollars. The turnover, in terms of both
dollar value and number of shares, increased significantly.
The turnovers of The Far East Exchange in the
years 1977-1979 are shown in Appendix 9. The Far East
Exchange accounts for over 50 percent*of the total
turnover in the stock exchanges of Hong Kong. The total
turnover, in dollar value, in the year 1977, 1978, and
1979 were 2,564 million, 12,468 million, and 11,724
million -respectively. The total turnover in number of
shares in 1977, 1978, and 1979 were 825 million, 3,208
million, and 2,785 million respectively. The turnover
indicated'that the activity had increased significantly
in the years 1978 and 1979. The stock markets remained
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equally active in 1980.
The number of transactions on the-Far East Stock
Exchange during the month of August 1980 were also
counted and are shown in Appendix 10. The average daily
number of transactions was 858 during that month.
How Stocks are Bought and Sold
and Payments Effected
According to the present regulations of the Hong
Kong stock exchanges, settlement is effected within 24
hours of the transaction. To trace the steps involved
in settlement, the following example will illustrate the
manual system presently followed.4
The selling broker A acts as an agent for its
customer and today sells 200,000 shares of Hong Kong Bank
to broker B (80,000 shares) and broker C (120,000 shares).
Broker A has the.duty to deliver the stock certificates
and transfer deeds to brokers B and C. The next day, A
acts on the customer's instruction and sends a messenger
to the trust department of the customer's bank and
withdraws 200,000 shares of Hong Kong Bank shares. Soon
afterwards, the messenger will return-to the office of
broker A for the registration procedure. A record clerk
gill record.details such as the stock certificate numbers,
:he quantity from whom the stocks were received and to
vhom the stocks are to be delivered. This is an essential
internal procedure. In case there is a loss of stock
certificates, the broker can trace from its records the
4Mr. C.H.. Wong, Manager, Whitehall Finance Co. Ltd.,
Hong Kong, interview, 16 December 1980.
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details. Consequently, it can report the loss to the
respective registry.
When the above is completed, the messenger then
takes the stocks certificates, in negotiable forms with
a transfer deed duly signed and attached, to brokers B
and C. The two cheques from brokers B and C will then
be paid into broker A's bank account. If the whole'
process cannot be completed by 3 p.m. the same day,
broker A,will have to bear a financing cost for one day.
The daily interest on 200,000 shares of Hong Kong Bank
sold at say HK$20 and an interest rate of 18 percent per
annum amounts to HK$1,972.60 or 9.86 percent of the
commission received. If the volume of business is
sizeable, the financial cost becomes a burden. Normally,
a broker uses his overdraft facilities in his daily
trading. Financing costs resulting from delayed settle-
ment may force the broker to trade beyond his overdraft
limit especially during a day of heavy turnover. On the
other hand, if the broker has the support of a finance
company, additional funds can be obtained through
borrowing from the inter-bank money market.
The above example depicts the sale of an
institutional seller. For a retail customer selling one
board lot of 400 shares of Hong Kong'.Bank through broker
A, the same procedure-is repeated. The time required for
the messenger to service a customer whose office is within
the Central District*is approximately thirty minutes.
For a customer in the Western. District, it takes two hours,
most of which is travelling time.
On the buy side,the procedure above is reversed.
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For example, a customer buys from the market 200,000
shares of Hong Kong Bank and broker A completes the trade
with 20 selling brokers. Broker A issues twenty cheques
against receipt-of.the share certificates. In normal
circumstances settlement cannot be completedin 24 hours.
Should one selling broker fail to deliver the share
certificates within the period, the entire trade is
delayed. Financing cost by the buying broker on partial
payments-made, complaints from the customer, claims on
bonus shares after the registration deadline, dividends
claims beyond the ex-dividend date, are.some of the
envisaged problems confronting the broker.
Due to the manual system involved in buying and
selling, it becomes an expensive exercise to settle a
transaction below HK$10,000. The commission generated
on such an amount is below HK$50.5 This has to cover
the saleman's commission, the salary of a messenger,6 a
record clerk, vault space for delayed delivery, office
space and other overhead expenses. This does not include
the managerial time involved in case there is a
discrepancy in the transaction.
Problems of the Present System
1. Manpower Planning and Office Space
The recording clerk and messengers are essential
for a manual settlement system. If a broker has a $100
5The.pr.esent commission rate is 0.5 of one percent
of the transaction.
6Average minimum monthly salary is $1,000 at December
1980 or $3,000 including overtime working till midnight.
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million turnover of business during the day, it wil:
be necessary to have ten recording clerks and 20
messengers working until midnight. The vault also
needs an addtional six to seven persons. A small
broker will usually have three to four messengers.
These people are hard to recruit. Keeping a staff
force to cope with the maximum turnover during a
busy month is no problem. In a slow month, however,
there is not enough work for too many hands. In
addition to the excessive payroll, the current rent
on office space becomes a prime. consideration for
the broker when he carries out his manpower
planning
2. Financing Cost
According to the present regulations of the
stock exchange, settlement of securities must be
within 24 hours of trade. Under the manual settle-
ment system, over 75 percent of the transactions do
not comply. If a broker is handling a turnover of
HK$100 million a day, his financing cost on $75
million at 18 percent per annum amounts to just
under $37,000 per day or 7.4 percent of the
$500,000 total commission being generated. If a
reduction in commission is taken into consideration,
7A survey taken in December, 1980 on rents paid by
tenants in buildings around Central on a per square foot
basis indicates: Central'Building $25, Alexander House
$26-27, St. George's Building $22-25, Hang Chong Build-
ing $20-22, Gloucester Building $26-27.
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his total commission may amount to HK$312,500.8 The
financial cost then becomes 11.8 percent of the
broker's sales revenue.
The financing cost becomes a.cost of operations.
If in fact.the rate is' between seven and twelve
percent, the cost is very high. In addition, the
broker may have great difficulties persuading his,
banker to extend a flexible credit line in case the
volume of business expands.
Under a high volume of trade, as soon as
cheques are paid into the broker's bank account,
cheques are already drawn against uncleared funds.
This is an abuse of the present. banking practice.
As indicated by Mr. C.H. Wong of Whitehall
Finance, a veteran in the securities industry, a
turnover of $700 million a day will provide adequate
business for all of the stock brokers in Hong Kong to
break-even or to make a profit. For a big securities
firm9, occupying a prime location in central, the
minimum turnover a day to break-even is $100 million.
Efficiency3
Under a manual system, efficiency is non-existent
in a bull market.
The limitation posed by the lack of manpower
will delay the settlements. Eventually they will be
8Assuming 25 percent of the commission is charged
full $125,000 (100,000,000 x 0.25 x 0.005). Assuming 75
percent of the commission is charged at 50 percent
$187,500 (100,000,000 x 0.75 x 0.0025), total commission
will thus be $312,500.
9The market share of the firm exceeds 10 percent of
the total market.
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be straightened out, weeks or months later. However
there are other complications which-are graver and
harder to resolve. They are the shortages of
securities dealers and banks which result in
differences in dividends.
The loss of share certificates while in transit
during the process of settlement is a continuing
problem to the dealer and to the.transfer'agent. In
addition, there is no standard format in the transfe
deed being used by the various publicly listed
companies. Consequently, there are constant
differences in opinion over the completion of the
transfer deed between the accepting office and the
delivery messenger.
The individual's problems associated with a
delayed settlement may include interest claims on
late payment, bonus share and dividends claims due tc
late registration, differences in sales proceeds due
to the delay in execution of the orders, or the delay
in registration by the transfer agent.
4. Discrepancy in Trading
The first discrepancy occurs when brokers
give priority in executing orders to institutions
to the detriment of small investors. From a cost-
benefit standpoint of the present manual system, this
situation is only natural. After all, the commission
scale is uniform for everybody. Consequently, the
incentive is to work for the big.order. Therefore,
the present system is not competitive for small
investors.
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The second discrepancy is the'short-sale
activities by the dealers in a down-market. There
is no rule'prohibiting defilers from selling their
customers' securities pledged with them for a margi
account facility. They can then sell their customer
holdings and buy back later during the day at a lows
price and thus make a profit.
During the heavy trading months in October and
November 1980, nearly all the brokers in Hong Kong
were late in settlement, were unable to balance the_
securities, and had complaints from member dealers
and from their clients10.
Under the present manual settlement system,-if the
turnover of the stock exchanges reaches $500 million a-
Say and the trend continues for two weeks, then the
problems cited above will begin to appear.
In order to minimise the existing problems caused
by increasing volume on a manual system, there is a need
for automation. The Far East Exchange did a feasibility
study on a computerised trading and securities
settlement system as early as 197111. Unfortunately the
implementation was voted down by its members in 1977
because the automated system was too efficient and
therefore was a disadvantage to the.bi.g boys.
Before the writers'proceed to discuss the central
clearing system, Chapter 3 explains the mechanics of the
10Mr. C.H. Wong, Manager, Whitehall Finance Limited,
interview, 16 December 1980.
11Mr. K.P..Chow, Administrative Manager, The
Far East Exchange Ltd., interview, 20 December 1980.
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automated stock settlement system used by the New York
Stock Exchange, the automated bond settlement system
used by Euro-clear, Brussels, and the automated cheque




EXISTING AUTOMATED CLEARING SYSTEMS
U.S. Stock Exchanges, an Overview
The Securities Acts Amendments of 1975 called
for remolding the securities markets in the U.S.A. into
a single competitive arena, linked by an electronic
communications system.12 The National Market Syster,.
(NMS), as it is termed, has overriding aims- greater
competition, increased information and improved
efficiency- all in the interests of the public, the
corporations whose shares are traded in the system, the
stock exchange and the securities industry. 13
Since the beginning of 1978, the following improve-
ments were implemented.14
(1) A consolidated ticker tape is now reporting the
transactions on the New York Stock Exchange, the
American Stock Exchange, the Boston and
Philadelphia Stock Exchange, the Cincinnati Stock
...Exchange, the Seattle Stock Exchange and the
12 Jerome B. Cohen, Edward D. Zinbarg, Arthur
Zeikel, Investment Analysis and Portfolio
Management, Third edition (Homewood, Illinois,
Richard D Irwin) p.113.
lWilliam M. Battan, Message from the Chairman,
The New York Stock Exchange Annual Report,
1979, p.2.
14Dr. Allen Felix, Education Director, New York
Stock Exchange', Inc.,. interview, 29 August 1980.
19
Mountain State Stock Exchange.
(2) A consolidated quotation system operates for all
the stocks listed in the various stock exchanges.
The composite book computer facility.is the first
step in the effort of the Securities Exchanges
Commission (SEC), backed by Congress, to create a
national stock market that involves two-way
communication between brokers and market makers.
Says one former SEC official now in New York City:
With that two-way communication, anything is possi-
ble, without it, nothing. ,15
(3) An Inter-market Trading System (ITS) is an electronic
hook-up system of the six major stock exchanges 16
in order to promote a consolidated trading systeml7
At present under discussion is an interface with the
third market 18 and the other stock exchanges.
(4) Over 70 percent of the share certificates are
immobile due to the computerisation of the regional
clearing houses. The seller does not need to
deliver the share certificates and the old
certificates need not be destroyed for issue of new
ones. There are no certificates involved as far as
purchase and sale are concerned. The clearing by a
15Why a big computer scares the 'Big Board, Business
Week (March 15, 1976):24.
16The New York Stock Exchange,`the American Stock
Exchange, the Boston and Philadelphia Stock Exchanges,
the Midwest Stock Exchange, and the Pacific Stock
Exchange.
17 See Appendix 1.
18The third market is an over-the-counter market in
exchange-listed securities.
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single clearing agency under the NMS compared with
several clearing houses presents a problem of
monopoly which is still an issue for debate during
hearings in Washington.
The trend towards automation in trading is inevitablE
At the New York Futures Exchange, small orders are
directly transmitted through a computerized routing
network to printers in the centre of each trading ring.
Although orders large enough to influence prices are
still being hand-carried in the traditional way, the
reduced number of floor-personnel means a sharp drop in
costs and an increase in efficiency. 19
The progress toward a national market has been slow.
The congressional mandate did not resolve whether the
final -configuration should be structured as a linkage of
exchange floors, such as the ITS, or as an electronic
system that automatically matches and executes buy and
sell orders like the Cincinnati Exchange. In the case
of the latter, the exchange floors are replaced by a
20
computer and video display terminals.
The New York Stock Exchange Clearing Corporation
The New York Stock Exchange Clearing Corporation is_
responsible for the clearing of equity securities and
bonds for the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE), the
American Stock-,Exchange and the over-the-counter market.
19The NYSE looks to its futures, Business Week
(November 5, 1979): 126.
20
What Delayed the National Market, Business Week
(October 8, 1979): 104.
21
The NYSE alone constitutes 85 percent of the total volum
of the stock markets in the United States.21
The settlement date is five business days from
transaction day. or example, if broker A buys 100
shares of IBM on Monday 2 December, he will be required
to pay, on 9 December the full purchase value against
receipt of 100 shares of IBM.
The main mechanism Settlement Procedure involved
is to compare trades. When a transaction is done today,
both clearing members will report the details to the
clearing corporation the next day regarding the number
of shares and the dollar value. If these instructions
are identical, then a contract is reached. The clearing
corporation will then arrange for delivery of the-
shares.
In case a member of the New York Stock Exchange is,
not a clearing member, he can,use a correspondent clear-
ing member to report the transaction to the clearing
corporation or to do comparison work.
When there is total agreement on the submission on
'transaction day plus one', the clearing corporation will
furnish a report to the clearing member after comparison.
The report, or contract in this case, lists three types
of activities: (1) compared sides, (2)'. uncompared sides
or discrepancies, and (3) an advisory column indicating
what the opposite side has reported for each uncompared
item.
21Mr. Gerhard Krobisch, Manager, Securities
Industry Automation Corporation, New York, U.S.A.,
Interview, 29 August 1980.
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In the event that there is a discrepancy, the
clearing corporation will send a two-part. ticket to the
opposite side with details of the unmatched item. Should
there be three unmatched items, then three tickets are
sent. If the opposite side agrees to the trade as stated
on 'the ticket, he stamps the ticket and returns it to the
clearing corporation. If the information on the ticket
is wrong, he then contacts the opposite side. If an
agreement is reached, a matching transaction occurs on
the evening of 'transaction day plus two'.
The portion of comparison work being completed on
'transaction day plus one' is 95 percent, on 'transaction
day plus two' is 98.5 percent, on 'transaction day plus
three' is 100 percent. Day four and day five provide
leeway to catch up with any unfinished matching.
Accounting-Systems
The clearing corporation uses two accounting
systems for the shares. The first system is the
Continued Net Settlement System. It simply adds the
balance of the previous day to that of today.
The second system is the Balance Order Activity
System. This involves physical delivery of shares
comprising three.-.percent of the activity of the
clearing corporation. In the afternoon of'transaction
day plus two' when 98.5 percent of the trades are
compared, the activities are bunched, that is, the net
position of the stocks to be received by or delivered
to the broker is calculated. A balance order is then
issued to the selling firm advisinq details of the
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delivery to the buying firm.
Th.e Depository Trust Company (DTC)
The Depository Trust Company (DTC) is owned by
the major banks in *the U.S.A. It trades between members
and instructs the clearing corporation to-move stocks
from a member bank to a broker.
Member firms of the DTC can give instructions to
the clearing corporation to move stocks at the DTC.
For example,Merrill-Lynch buys 100 shares of ATT from
Bache. If both brokers are members of DTC and give
instructions to the clearing corporation to move one
round lot of ATT at the DTC, a credit results in
Merrill Lynch's account and a debit in Bache's account
for the stock movement. Any open position not moved due
to the lack of stocks, non-availability, and standing
instructions not to touch the stocks, the clearing
corporation will show a short position in a member firm's
account which is equal to a long position on the opposite
side. This carry over will be merged into that of the
following day to form an automatic net out in the
member firm's account in`each security each day.
In addition to stock movements,- the clearing
corporation-has commissioned the DTC to collect sales
proceeds and make out payments for the member firms.
The Latest Development of the
Clearing Corporation
Up to August 1980 the clearing corporation had
cleared transactions involving 15,000 securities, 11,000
stocks and 4,000 bonds. It has also started comparison
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transactions with other stock exchanges as a regional
interface activity.22 The other main sections inside the
clearing corporation consist of clearing house
comparison, questionable transactions and over-the-
counter reporting through telephone lines.
The staff force of the clearing corporation includes
five persons in regional interface comparison, six in
New York city comparison, three in questionable
transactions (plus ten part-time), and 20 in data input.
The staff involved in receiving data, validating data,
and distributing data are not counted.23
The clearing corporation maintains a 24-hour
operation during the week. Contracts are issued around
4 a.m. to 5 a.m.
In the course of development, the clearing corpora-
tion has instituted improvements in trading other than
clearing alone.24
Euro-clear Operations
Euro-clear was started by Morgan Guaranty Trust
Company of New York in 1968 to provide securities safe
keeping and cash accounts with movements between
participants by book transfer. It is a computerised
settlement system whereby simultaneous delivery or
receipt of securities will only be effected against
payment. It also offers related banking and reporting
22see Appendix 2.




Exhibit,l shows the list of routine matters and the
sections that handle each.
Exhibit 1
Specific Matters Section
Instructions to deliver and Input Section
receive securities
Input cancellationCancellation of previous
instructions section
Instructions to transfer funds Payment Section
Credit.-matters Commercial Section
Requesting written confirmation Reconcilement
on securities accounts Section
Telex of daily. activity Telex Information
Section
Other queries and questions Investigation unit
relating to securities and/or
funds
Source: Handbook Guide to Euro-clear Operations,
Section 3.
At Euro-clear, trades are matched. Both sides of
trade send a matching instruction by telex to Euro-clear
as to the quantity of securities, dollar amount and
settlement date. The agreed trade becomes a contract
which is settled five business days from transaction date.
25
EUCLID An Overview, Euro-clear Clearance System
Ltd., 1980, p.l.
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Where there are discrepancies, Euro-clear will inform
both sides of the transaction by telex. However, if the
disagreed amount is below US$200, Euro-clear will still
match the trade.
After the instructions are matched, if the buyer's
account has insufficient funds in the cash account at
Euro-clear or the seller has insufficient bonds in the
securities account, Euro-clear will send the matched
instruction to the participant concerned. The trade
will not be settled. on settlement date. It is kept
open subject to delayed settlement.
In all circumstances, each participant will
maintain'two accounts at Euro-clear- a securities
account and a cash account. The account number is in
five digits followed by a two-digit suffix denoting
the type of account. For example 9XXXX-01 stands for
a US dollar account for securities transaction 9XXXX-
02 stands for a US dollar account for interest payments.
The physical payment in US'dollars is made
through Morgan Guaranty Trust Company of New York, the
banker for Euro-clear. The maintenance of the securities
and cash accounts at Euro-clear is done entirely by book
entries.
By using a special format in sending the telex
and addressing it to the-relevant section, Euro-clear
provides members with an easy access to other clearing
systems like Cedel in Luxembourg and Kassenverein in
Frankfurt.
Each participant has a test key or code to be used
at free payment (not against receipt of securities),
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free delivery of securities (not against receipt of cash),
and for a free access to Cedel.26 The test key is a
combination of the numeric equivalent of the dollar value
of the transaction.' (minimum 4 digits), the participant's*
account number (5 digits), the Euro-clear securities
number (5 digits) and the numeric equivalent of the date
on which the instruction is being sent (6 digits), a
minimum of 20 digits. The variables differ from one
transaction-to another and consequently provide
sufficient-control and security for the system.
Euro-clear automatically debits a member's account
each quarter for a custody charge which varies with the
27
average daily turnover.
Euro-clear Information Distribution (EUCLID)
The,present Euro-clear system has the following
disadvantages:
- Volume of telex. traffic into the Operations Centre
creating occasional difficulty for the participants.
- Risks of errors in instructions, thereby risks of
delays in execution.
- Difficulties in cancelling a current day's
instructions.
- Time differences and telex.costs can create serious
disadvantages for the participants outside Europe.
- Lack of.present flexibility in status reporting toparticipants. 28
26Mr. Antonio Choi, Operations Manager, Merrill
Lynch, Pierce,.Fenner Smith H.K. Ltd., interview,
7 August 1980.
27 See Appendix 4.
28EUCLID an Overview, Euro-clear Clearance System
Limited, 1980, p.2.
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In order to eliminate or ease the above problems,
in the middle'of 1980 Euro-clear has created a new time
sharing application called Euro-clear Information
Distribution, EUCLID. A participant in Hong Kong can
transmit his prepared messages by the use of a time-
sharing terminal through telephone lines to the
processing centre of General Electric in Los Angeles
and then through a satellite to another processing
centre in Brussels.29
EUCLID service provides participants with computer
power, programs, and communications means which are
shared with other participants and other users of the
time-sharing services.
The advantages of EUCLID include easy access to
the Euro-clear system through a telephone call,
prevention of invalid data from entering the system
consequently providing for processing of instructions
without delay, and ready status reports.on all
instructions on records and on unsettled items, both
matched and unmatched.30
The initial fees for EUCLID have been set with
regard to the development program, the operating costs,
the enhanced participant service, the potential for,
communications economics, and the security nature of
the system. They include (Exhibit 1)
29Mr. Robert L.G. Pierre, Assistant Vice President,
Jacques PH. M.E. Marson, Morgan Guaranty Trust
Company, Brussels, Belgium, interview November
1980.




E UCL I0/CURRE NT PR ICES
(As Applicable to Users in JAPAN, HONG KONG and SINGAPORE
1. Use of the Time-sharing Utility.
C.R.U.(Computer Resources Units)...... USO 0.41/Unit
T.C. (Terminal Connect Time)......... USO 27.00/Hr.
K Ch.("= 1000 characters Transmitted") USO 0.69
(The above are based on prevailing General Electric Tariffs)
2. Subscription to EUCLID/STATUS.
Per Executed Transactior USO 0.50/Item
-Rest of Instructions File (Unsettled Items FREE
3. Minimum Annual Fee.
The minimum fee payable annually by EUCLID users is USO 1,000.00 (to cover
file maintenance,. administrative expenses, etc...) billing will be in monthly
instalments of USD 80.00.
4. Various Discounts.
(a) There will be a USD 0.10 rebate for each instruction submitted through-
EUCLID/Instruct.
(b) There will be a daily free usage allowance of 15 C.R.Us.
(c) The Euro-clear USD 1.00 penalty fee for. late instructions will not apply
to instructions submitted through EUCLID/Instruct.
(d) Cancellations of instructions input the same day (corwnano CT) will not
be subject to the USO 2.50 cancellation fee.
Source: Euclid, Euro-clear Information Distribution,
1980. Brussels. Belgium
EUCLID EUEO-CLEAR INFORMATION DISTRIRUTION
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a variable element based on the number of computer
resource units (CRU) used by the participant, the
terminal connection time (TCH) and the volume of
data transmitted between the participant and the
system (KC).
a subscription fee for EUCLID/STATUS.
a minimum charge of USS80 per month.
a discount program aimed to encourage volume and
the need to hold down the threshold cost of
participants' daily entry to the system. The
volume discount is USS0.10 per instruction and the
usage discount is 15 CRUs free of charge, daily.
On a cost comparison between the present Euro-
clear system and EUCLID, the point of indifference
calls for a minimum of 15 to 20 transactions a month 31
before EUCLID can show a definite advantage.
The EUCLID service was introduced into Hong Kong
in November 1980. it has received favourable support
from banks and dealers in Europe and the U.S.A. due to
the savings in labour, transmission cost and time.
Moreover, it provides efficiency.
The Hong Kong Bankers' CLearing House System
The Hong Kong Bankers' Clearing House is an
independent organisation to handle the exchange, sorting
and balancing of cheques and other negotiable instru-
ments drawn payable on its member banks in Hong Kong.
The members consist of twelve settlement banks under
which other non-settlement banks (Appendix 7) participate.
The actual daily operation is run by the Hong Kong and
Shanghai Banking Corporation.
31Mr. Jacques PH. M.E. Marson, Morgan Guaranty
trust Company, Brussels, Belgium, interview, December
1980. See Appendix 6 for cost comparisons.
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There are two types of clearing performed by the
Clearing House. The first type is paper.clearing which
involves the physical handling of cheques and other
accepted negotiable instruments. The second type is
electronic clearing which does not involve the physical
handling of cheques. For clearing purpose of the latter,
information is stored on magnetic tapes or magnetic
diskettes.
Paper Clearing
When customers of a bank deposit clearing cheques
(cheques drawn on other banks) in their accounts, the
bank sends these clearing cheques in batches to the
Clearing House for clearing and settlement at the end
of the day. The cheques are MICR-encoded (Magnetic Ink
Character Recognition) at the bottom and are read by a
MICR Reader/Sorter for processing.
At the end of the above process, the cheques are
sorted by branch-for distribution to the branches on
which the cheques were drawn. The system totals the
amount of debits and credits for each branch and the
net amount is used for settlement through the Settlement
Banks. Settlement among the Settlement Banks is handled
automatically by, the Clearing System via accounts
maintained in the Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corpor-
ation. Settlement between the sub-settlement banks and
their settlement banks is left up to the settlement
banks and sub-settlement banks themselves.
The cheques are returned to the member banks
together with reports listing information on thPsP
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cheques on the next day.
The above process includes both the physical
handling of paper (the cheques) and using an electronic
book entry to maintain an accurate account for the
settlement banks of the Clearing House.
Electronic Clearing
Electronic clearing is similar to paper clearing
except that no physical paper (the cheques) are
involved. Electronic clearing is. used by banks with
computer systems, which can produce debits on other
bank's customer accounts on magnetic tape or magnetic
diskettes. The magnetic tape or magnetic diskette is
sent to the Clearing House in place of the cheques for
clearing. Subsequent processing of the records on the
magnetic tape or magnetic diskette is similar to that
for paper clearing. The system totals the amount of
debits and credits for each bank and the net amount is
settled through the settlement banks. Reports listing
debits to their customers' accounts through electronic
clearing are sent to the member banks on the next day.
Summary
In this chapter, the writers have illustrated the
different systems presently used in clearing stocks,
bonds, and cheques. A common feature in the clearing
unit is the-use of computers to generate debits and
credits in a member's account. The physical handling
of the instruments is kept at a minimum. Clearly the
aims are to reduce costs and to increase efficiency.
The following chapter will highlight the principle
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A PROPOSED CENTRAL CLEARING SYSTEM
FOR SECURITIES IN HONG KONG
System Objectives
The proposed Central Clearing System for securities
in Hong Kong is done with the help of a computer.
Detailed design of the system is not within the scope
of this paper, however, the following system objectives
have been taken into consideration in developing the
conceptual Central Clearing System:
1. The system should provide facilities for automation
in. the trading and settlement of securities.
2. The system should minimise physical delivery and
receipt of.share certificates so that settlement of
securities can be more efficient.
3. There should be no delay in the settlement of
stockbrokers' bank accounts so that the financing
cost can be minimised.
4. The system should provide safe custody facilities
for securities.
5. The system should provide facilities for processing
dividends, bonus and rights issues on behalf of the
safe custody account holders.
6. The system should be modular. in structure, with
different subsystems each performing a limited
number, of functions.
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7. The system should be flexible enough so that it can
be easily'*adapted to interface with other interna-
tional settlement systems.
8. The system should establish a standard for the
trading and settlement of securities.
The Organisation-Structure
Dealers and banks would join as members of an
independent organisation, a securities clearing
corporation.
The clearing corporation would be responsible for
effecting settlement of securities among its members
and also for the subsequent transfer of payments.
From a long-term point of view, it is suggested
that the members or participants be grouped at different
levels. For example:
Level I- dealers in the securities business
Level II- financial institutions such as banks,
insurance companies, corporations
Level III- individual participants
Level IV- overseas members
When the clearing corporation wants to expand in
the future, the breakdown of. membership can afford a
valuable insight into the trend of growth.
The Accounting System
The clearing corporation would'.need to appoint a
bank as its banker in order to effect transfers of funds
among its members.
Each member would maintain two accounts at the
clearing corporation, a securities account and a cash
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account. This is similar to the Euro-clear system for
clearing bonds.
Whenever a transaction is entered into, the two
member firms would..send details to the clearing corpora-
tion.. The clearing corporation would then compare/match
the instructions. Once the details are correct, a
contract would be reached. The securities under each
member firm's account would be netted out daily and the
account credited or debited accordingly. This assumes
that the securities are held inside the vault of the
clearing corporation. The process is similar to that
used by the New York Stock Exchange Clearing Corporation.
In case the computer system is sophisticated enough to
include trading, the above reporting procedure will
become unnecessary. At the end of the day, the Central
Clearing System would be able to produce a status report
for each member of the System.- If no'amendments are to
be made by noon the following day, the central clearing
system could then proceed with the settlement of
securities on a net basis.
To transfer funds, the member's cash account would
be settled with a net amount. at the end of the day. The
summary report would contain all the-details of the. day.
The procedure is identical to that adopted by the Hong
Kong Bankers' Clearing House system.
In both instances, the transfer of securities and
the transfer of payments are simply electronic book
entries. It is estimated that 85 percent of the securit-
ies would be immobilized and 15 percent would be handled
physically. The estimate is only a guess and until the
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The clearing corporation can act as a custodian for
the safe-'-keeping of securities held in its account by
the member firms. The custodian charge can be designed
as a function of time, volume, and activities similar
to that designed by Euro-clear.
Delivery and Receipt-of
Physical Securities
This is similar to a cash withdrawal or cash credit
into a savings account at a bank. The bank in this case
is the clearing corporation. The fee structure used by
the Pacific Stock Exchange will serve as reference for
the charges (Appendix 8).
Issue of Bonus Shares or
Rights Issues
The clearing corporation can also handle issues of
bonus shares by a simple entry to its member
firms' security account. This will diminish the circu-
lation of share certificates in the market and will
improve efficiency and save costs for the transfer agent.
Electronic Trading
If the computer system of the clearing corporation
s sophisticated enough, the service can be extended to
lectronic matching trades similar to the Intermarket
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Trading System (ITS) or Designated Order Turn-around
System (DOT)' of the New York Stock Exchange (Appendix 3).
Alternatively, by writing a trade on a magnetic card,
the reader on the exchange floor can report the details
on an electronic ticker tape. The noise and rush around
the blackboard can be eliminated. The broker can have
first-hand information in his office reading his own
ticker tape. The flow of information.is more efficient
than the present voice reporting at the stock exchange
in Hong Kong.
Proposed Central Clearing System
The proposed Central Clearing System for securities
in Hong Kong can be most effectively implemented with an
online real-time trading system supported°by a number of
batch processing sub-systems. The online real-time system
is operational during the trading hours of the stock
exchange. Information on the securities dealings are
then used after the trading hours for the settlement of
both securities and cash. Statistics are also kept for
charging the participants on using the service of the
clearing system.
The proposed Clearing System is composed of the
following subsystems:
1. Trading Subsystem
2. Securities Settlement Subsystem,
3. Cash Settlement Subsystem
4. Safe Custody Subsystem
5. Dividends Subsystem
6. Service Charge Subsystem
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7. File Maintenance Subsystem
The overall flow diagram of the proposed Clearing
System is illustrated in Exhibit 3. It shows how
information is passed among the subsystems. The output
of one subsystem is used as'input to another subsystem.
The-following shows the sequence of outputs being used
as inputs to other subsystems. The Trading Subsystem
produces a Journal File which is used as input to the
Securities Settlement Subsystem. The Securities
Settlement ,Subsystem processes the Journal File and
produces a Safe Custody Update File and a Cash
Settlement File. The Safe Custody Update File is used
as input to the Safe Custody Subsystem and the Cash
Settlement File is used as input to the Cash Settlement
Subsystem. The Dividends Subsystem produces a Dividends,
Bonus and Rights Deposit File and a Dividends and Rights
Payment File. The Dividends,-Bonus and Rights Deposit
File is used as input to the Safe Custody Subsystem, and
the Dividends and Rights Payment File is used as input
to the Cash Settlement File. The Service Charge
Subsystem produces a Service Charge Payment File which is
used as input to the Cash Settlement Subsystem. The File
Maintenance Subsystem is an independent subsystem which
updates the Stockbroker File, the Stock File, and the
Safe Custody Account File. These files are used by the
other subsystems'for processing.
A summary Iof-the master files., inputs and outputs is
given in Appendix.11.
The remaining sections in..this chapter describe in
detail the subsystems and the relationships among them.
40
























































































































A general description of the subsystems, inputs to the
subsystems, and outputs of the subsystems is presented in
the same format, though a bit repetitive, in order to
provide consistency in the presentation and to illustrate
the modularity of the subsystems within the whole system.
Relationships Among the Subsystems
Each subsystem performs one or more functions of
the Central Clearing System described earlier in this
chapter. The Trading Sub-system is used for electronic
trading of securities in the stock exchange. The
Securities Settlement Subsystem is used for settlement
of securities among the stockbrokers and their customers
resulting from the trading of securities. Settlement
of securities may involve physical delivery and receipt
of share certificates if the customer does not have an
account with the Central Clearing System. The Cash
Settlement Subsystem is used mainly for cash settlement
resulting from the trading of securities. Dividend
payment and cash settlement of new shares bought in
rights issues are also effected through the Cash
Settlement Subsystem. The Safe Custody Subsystem
maintains records of securities deposited in the Central
Clearing System for safe custody. The Dividends
Subsystem processes dividends issues, bonus issues, and
rights issues, The Service Charge System is used to
charge members for services provided by the Central
Clearing System.
The main bulk of data entered into the Central
Clearing System is the transaction of securities trading
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within the trading hours of the stock exchanges. The
transactions are captured by the Trading. Subsystem and
are being logged on a Journal File which is subsequently
passed to the Securities Settlement Subsystem for
processing after the trading period.
The transactions consist of buy and sell transactions
which are processed in the Securities Settlement Sub-
system. Buy and sell transactions for individual brokers
and safe custody account holders are grouped together
for securities and cash settlement. Securities settle-
ment is effected either by physical delivery and receipt
or by updating safe custody accounts in the system. If
settlement is effected by updating safe custody accounts,
the Securities Settlement Subsystem creates safe custody
account update records in the Safe Custody Update File
which are then passed to the Safe Custody Subsystem for
updating the accounts.
Cash settlement is effected by generating debit and
credit transactions to the stockbrokers' settlement
accounts and the Safe Custody account holders' settlement
accounts in various local banks. Information is passed
from the Securities Settlement Subsystem to the Cash
Settlement.Subsystem in the Cash Settlement File for
producing an electronic clearing tape. The electronic
clearing tape is then passed to the-Hong Kong Bankers'
Clearing House for debiting and crediting the settlement
accounts in the local banks.
The Safe Custody Subsystem maintains records of
securities deposited in'the Central Clearing System.
Deposits to and withdrawals from these safe custody
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accounts arising from trading of securities are passed
from the Securities Settlement Subsystem and processed
in the Safe Custody Subsystem.
In bonus issues and rights issues, the Dividends
Subsystem calculates the entitlement to each safe
custody account and passes a Bonus and Rights Update
File to the Safe Custody Subsystem to update the safe,
custody accounts. At the same time, the amount that
has to be paid by each safe custody account holder for
purchasing new shares in rights issue is also calculated
and passed to the Cash Settlement Subsystem in the
Dividends and Rights Payment File for debiting the
safe custody account holder's bank account.
In dividends issues, the Dividends Subsystem
calculates the dividend entitled to each safe custody
account holder when the dividend is announced. The
information is passed to the Cash Settlement Subsystem
for crediting the safe custody account holder's bank
account when the dividend is paid.
Statistics of the services provided to the stock-
brokers and the safe custody account holders are
accumulated in the Statistics File and the Safe Custody
Account File daily when transactions are processed. in
the Trading Subsystem, the Securities Settlement Sub-
system, and the. Safe Custody Subsystem. The Service
Charge Subsystem uses these statistics to determine.
the service charge that has to be collected from the
stockbrokers and the safe custody account holders monthly
at the billing date. Information is then passed from
the Service Charge Subsystem to the Cash Settlement
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Subsystem to generate debit transactions to the stock-
brokers' bank accounts and the safe custody account
holders' bank accounts.
The main files used in the Central Clearing System
are the Stock File, the Stockbroker File and the Safe
Custody Account File. Information in these files must
be brought up-to-date by the File Maintenance Subsystem
before they can be used for processing in the other
subsystems. The File Maintenance Subsystem adds records
to, deletes records from, and alters records in the
Stock File, the Stockbroker File and the Safe Custody
Account File whenever maintenance to these files is
required.
Trading Subsystem













General description of trading subsystem
The Trading Subsystem is an online real-time system
which processes all the buy and sell transactions in the
trading hall of the stock exchange. Terminals are
installed in the trading hall and stockbrokers' offices
to enter customers' orders for buying and selling secur-
ities. The system matches buy and sell orders entered
by the stockbrokers.
The functions of the Trading Subsystem are as follows:
1. Capture buy and sell transactions entered by
stockbrokers.
2. Match buy and sell orders.
3. Print contract notes for the stockbrokers.
4. Provide share quotations to stockbrokers.
5. Provide information on status of buy and sell orders
entered into the system.
6. Print Stock Exchange trading records.
The trading Subsystem uses online terminals for
entering buy and sell transactions as well as enquiry'
transactions. The terminal systems are remotely
connected to the Stock Exchange's main computer by
telephone lines.
Inputs to the system are transactions entered by
the stockbrokers as follows:
1. Buy and sell Transaction- for entering a buy or
sell order from a customer. Normally, only the
stock code, number of shares, and the price are
required. If a trade has been agreed to with
another stockbroker, then his Stockbroker Number
must also be entered for matching. If the customer
has.a,safe custody account in the system, his
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Customer Number can be entered for retrieving
information to be printed on the Contract Note and
for subsequent settlement. If the customer does
not have an account in the system, the stockbroker
has to enter relevant information for printing the
Contract Note.
2 Transaction Status Enquiry- used for retrieving
information on buy or sell transaction entered. A
stockbroker can make an enquiry on the status of ,a
buy or'sell order. The system will display the
order on the stockbroker's terminal and show whether
the order has been matched. If the order is only
partially matched, the unmatched portion and the
current quotations are also displayed for the stock-
broker to determine on further action.
Share Quotation Enquiry- used for retrieving
information on all the buy and sell transactions of
a stock and the last traded price. A stockbroker
can make an enquiry on the current quotation of any
stock in the queues. All the buy orders in the
buying queue and the sell orders inthe selling queue
together with the last traded price are displayed on
the stockbroker's terminal.
The input data for each of the above. transactions
are illustrated in Appendix 12.
Input
Inputs to the Trading Subsystem consist of
1. Stock File-
The Stock File contains records of all the stocks
traded on the stock exchange. Information such as the
3
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stock name, the current buying selling prices, and
the last traded price is recorded in the Stock File.
The Trading Subsystem retrieves this information
for printing Contract Notes and displaying on the
terminals in enquiry transactions. The Stock File
also contains information for dividend payments,
bonus issues and rights issues.
Stockbroker File-2.
The Stockbroker File contains records of all the
stockbrokers who can trade on the stock exchange.
Information such as the Stockbroker Name, the
Stockbroker Address, the Brokerage Rate is recorded
in the Stockbroker File. The Trading System
retrieves this information for printing Contract
Notes and displaying on the terminals in enquiry
transactions. The Stockbroker File also contains
information for cash and securities settlement of
transactions and information for collecting service
charges from the stockbrokers.
Safe Custody'Account File-3
The Safe Custody Account File contains records of
individuals who have accounts in the Securities
Clearing System. Information,such as the Safe
Custody Account Name, Safe Custody Account Holder,'s
Address, Settlement Account Number, is recorded in
the Safe Custody Account File. The Trading Subsystem
retrieves this information for printing on Contract
Notes and displaying on Transaction Status Enquiries.
The Safe,Custody Account File also contains informa-
tion for cash and securities settlement of transactions
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ordered by the customers and information for collect-
ing service charges from the Safe Custody Account
Holders.
Output
The Trading Subsystem prints the following reports:
1. Contract Note (Exhibit 4)-
Contract Notes are printed in the stockbroker's
office whenever a buy (sell) transaction is matched
or partially matched with a sell (buy) transaction
entered by another broker. The Contract Note
contains all the information on the transaction
(number of shares, price, etc.), the customer (if
available), brokerage, and stamp duty and can. be
sent to the customer directly as confirmation of
the trading order and for settlement.
2. Stock Exchange Trading Report (Exhibit 5)-
The Stock Exchange Trading Report is a record of all
the matched transactions conducted in the trading hall,
It is printed for distribution to the members as well
as to the public and replaces the manually compiled
Daily Quotations currently published by the Stock
Exchanges.
Other Output information is displayed on Visual
Display Units in the stockbrokers office..or in the
trading hall on request-by the stockbroker when an
enquiry transaction is entered. Enquiry transactions
produce the following displays:
1. Transaction Status Display (Exhibit 6)-
Information on a previously entered Buy (sell)
transaction is displayed when a Transaction Status
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Enquiry Transaction is entered. The display shows
the current status of the transaction which can be
matched. It provides information for the broker to
cancel or change the buy (sell) order.
2. Share Quotation Display (Exhibit 7)-
Current information on the buying and selling queues
for a stock are displayed together with the last
traded price.
The Trading Subsystem logs all buy and sell tran-
sactions onto a Journal File. The Journal File is
subsequently used as input to the Securities Settlement
Subsystem after the trading period for cash and
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STOCK EXCHANGE TRADING REPORT
18 FEB PAGE. 1
STOCK PRV BUYING SELLING OPEN HIGH. LOW CLOSE SALES RECORD
ALLIED INV 7.10 7.00 7.10 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 1000-7.00 1000-7.00
ANDERSON ASIA 5.15 5.05 5.10 5.05 5.15 5.05 5.05 2000-5.05 20000-5.15 6000-5.10 2000-5.05
200.00-5.10 2000-5.15 20000-5.10 42000-5.05
ASS HOTEL 5.75 5.50,. 5.70 5.80 5.60 5.70 24000-5.70 34000-5.75 4000-5.80 4000-5.75
4000-5.70 4000-5.65 2000-5.65 36000-5.70
CHEUNG KONG 21.70 21.10 21.20 91.20 21.40 20.80 21.10 2000-21.20 1000-21.30 2000-21.20 7000-21.10
7000-21.00 47000-21.10 8000-21.20 25000-21.30
4000-21.40 75000-21.40 94000-21.30 30000-21.20
5000-21.20 10000-21.30 40000-20.80 2000-20.90
6000-21.90 23000-21.00 20000-21.10
GREAT EAGLE 8.55 8.50 8.50 8.60 8.45 8.55 17000-8.50 30000-8.55 17000-8.60 3000-8.60
3000-8.60 3000-8.60 34000-8.55 9000-8.50




00015 TSD TRANSACTION STATUS DISPLAY
18 FEB
STOCK 00135 HONG KONG LAND




CUSTOMER 013582 CHAN M B
SETTLEMENT CODE A
MATCHED ORDER 5,000
SELLING STOCKBROKER 00075 A. B. C. SECURITIES
MATCHED ORDER 15,000







00135 SQD SHARE QUOTATION DISPLAY 18 PED
100035, HONG KONG LAND LAST TRADED 11-60 BUYING 11.50 SELLING 11.70
BUY SELL
00138 FOUR, SEAS LTD 2,000 11.50. 00125 HK SECURITIES 3,000 11 .10
00075 A. B. C. SECURITIES 1,000 11.50
00139 TANG P. Y. CO 5.000 11.50
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Securities Settlement Subsystem























General description of securities settlement subsystem
The Securities Settlement Subsystem processes the
buy and sell Transactions entered via the. Trading
Subsystem during the trading period.
The functions of the Securities Settlement Sub-
system are as follows:
1. Process current 'day buy and sell transactions entered
via the Trading Subsystem.
2. Process adjustments to the previous day buy and sell
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transactions.
3. Print a Matched Transactions Report which lists the
matched current day buy and sell transactions.
4.. Print a Settlement Summary which lists the net number
of shares to be physically delivered or collected by
the stockbroker.
5. Print a Cash Settlement Summary which lists the net.
account paid to or to be paid by the stockbroker for
the previous day's trading.
6. Collect.stamp duty on behalf of the Government.
7. Print an unmatched Transactions Report to highlight'
exceptions entered in the Trading Subsystem.
Input to the Securities Settlement Subsystem consists
of the current day's buy and sell transactions and
adjustments to previous day's buy and sell transactions.
Current day's buy and sell transactions are captured
in the Trading Subsystem and written on the Journal which
is then passed to. the Securities Settlement Subsystem.
The Journal records consist of matched as well as
unmatched transactions.
Previous day's matched and unmatched transactions
can be amended in the Securities Settlement Subsystem
.if the stockbrokers discover any discrepancy after
receiving the Matched Transactions Report., the Unmatched
Transactions Report and the Settlement Summaries. Adjust-
ment entries are entered and used as input to the system by
the Stock Exchange when such information is received.
The adjustment entries are entered after the
stockbrokers-have checked the previous day's Matched
Transaction Report, Unmatched Transaction Report, and
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the Settlement Summary. These adjustments are taken into
consideration in the processing of cash settlement and
safe custody account deposits and withdrawals arising
from the previous day's transactions.
Securities settlement
Buy and sell transactions are logged onto the Journa
in the online Trading Subsystem. Each buy transaction is
matched with a corresponding sell transaction and vice
versa. The matched transactions of each stockbroker are
printed on the Matched Transaction Report. The unmatched
transactions of each Stockbroker are printed on the
Unmatched Transaction Report. A Settlement Summary is
printed for each stockbroker to summarise the number of
shares bought, the number of shares sold, and the net
number of shares that have to be collected from or
delivered to the Securities Clearing Corporation for
settlement. The net number of shares to be collected
or to be delivered is calculated as follows:
Net number of shares to be*collected.
= A- B+ C- D
Net number of shares to be delivered.
=B- A+ C- D
Where A= total number of shares bought.
B =.total number of shares sold.
C= number of'-shares bought and deposited in
safe custody accounts
D= number of shares sold and withdrawn from
safe custody accounts.
Cash settlement
A Cash Settlement Report is printed for each stock-
broker for,his trading,on the previous day. The report
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summarises all the debits and credits to his bank account
The debits and-'credits to the stockbroker'.s bank account
for securities bought are as follows:
1. Credit for total amount (Gross amount +.Commission+
Stamp duty) for shares bought and deposited in
customer's safe custody account.
2. debit for gross amount (number of shares x price) of
shares bought.
3. debit for stamp duty paid to government.
The debits and credits to the stockbroker's bank
account for securities sold are as follows:
1. debit for net amount (Gross amount- Commission-
Stamp duty) for shares sold and withdrawn from
customer's safe custody account.
2. credit for gross amount (number of shares x price)
of shares sold.
3. debit for stamp duty to government.
Cash settlement for safe custody account holders who
have bought or sold shares are also calculated. Amount
debited for shares bought is gross amount plus commission
plus stamp duty. Amount credited for shares sold is
gross amount less commission less stamp duty.
All the debits and credits to the stockbrokers'
bank accounts and the safe custody account holders' bank
accounts are recorded in the Cash Settlement File to be
used by the Cash Settlement Subsystem for producing an
Electronic Clearing Tape.
Safe custody 'account deposits and withdrawals
Shares bought and deposited in safe custody accounts
are recorded in the Safe Custody Update File. This file
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is used by the Safe Custody Subsystem to update the
number of shares held in the safe custody.accounts.
Shares sold and withdrawn from safe custody accounts are
also recorded in the Safe Custody Update File for
similar purposes.
Stamp duty
Stamp duty for each trade is deducted from the
buying stockbroker and the selling stockbroker and-paid
to the government automatically. A Stamp Duty Return to
Government Report is printed to support the payment to
the government.
'Input
Inputs to the Securities Settlement Subsystem
consist of
1. Stock File-
The Stock File used as input to the Securities
Settlement Subsystem is the-one used in the Trading
Subsystem and contains records of all the stocks
traded in the stock exchange. The Securities
Settlement Subsystem retrieves the Stock Names for-
printing on reports.
2. Stockbroker File-
The Stockbroker File used as input to the Securities
Settlement Subsystem is the one used.in the Trading
Subsystem and contains records of all the stock-
brokers who can trade on the stock exchange. The
Securities Settlement Subsystem retrieves information
such as the Stockbroker Names, Stockbrokers' Settle-
ment Banks and Accounts for printing on reports and
effecting securities and cash settlement.
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3. Journal File-
The Journal, File is produced by the Trading Subsystem
and passed to the Securities Settlement Subsystem and
contains records-of buy and sell transactions. The
Securities Settlement Subsystem uses these records
for printing reports and effecting securities and
cash settlement.
4. Statistics File-
The Statistics File contains statistics of services
used by.the stockbrokers within a charging period.
The Securities Settlement Subsystem updates these
statistics from transaction records in-the Journal
File.
Output
The Securities Settlement Subsystem prints the
following reports:
1. Matched Transaction Report (Exhibit 8)-
Matched buy and sell transactions are printed on this
report for distribution to the stockbrokers. Each
stockbroker's transactions are grouped together so
that he can confirm the validity and correctness of
the transaction before securities settlement and
cash settlement are effected.
2. Unmatched Transaction Report (Exhibit 9)-
All unmatched transactions are printed on this
report for the stockbroker to investigate and inform
the Stock Exchange on any adjustments that have to
be made.-
3. Securities Settlement Summary (Exhibit 10)-
The Securities Settlement Summary summarises for each
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stockbroker the numbers of shares in each stock that
have to be'delivered to or collected from the stock
exchange for settlement of the current day's tran-
sactions.
4. Cash Settlement Summary (Exhibit 11)-
The Cash Settlement Summary lists the cash settlemen
for each of the previous day's transactions. The
amount paid to or to be paid by the stockbroker is
the net amount of all the cash settlements.
5. Stamp Duty Report (Exhibit 12)-
Stamp duty automatically deducted and paid to the
government for each transaction is listed on this
report.
The Securities Settlement Subsystem produces'the
following output files:
1. Safe Custody Update File-
The Safe Custody Update File contains deposit and
withdrawal transactions which arise from securities
traded on the previous day. The deposit and
withdrawal. transactions are passed to the Safe
Custody Subsystem as input for updating the safe
custody accounts. The transactions do not involve
physical handling of share certificates and are
purely account transfers to or from the safe
custody accounts.
2. Cash Settlement File-
The Cash Settlement File contains debits and credits
to stockbrokers' bank accounts and safe custody
account holders' bank accounts for settlement of
previous day's trades. It also contains credits for
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stamp duty to the government's account. The file is
passed to the Cash Settlement Subsystem as input for
generating the settlement debit and credit transact-
ions to be passed to the banks.
The Securities Settlement Subsystem produces two
output files which are used as inputs to other subsystems.
The Safe Custody Update File is used as input to the Safe
Custody Subsystem and the Cash Settlement File is used
as input to the Cash Settlement Subsystems.
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Exhibit 8
SECURITIES. CLEARING COPRORATION MATCHED TRANSACTION 18 FEB 1981
00275 A.B C SECURITIES
TIME BROKER STOCK SHARE PRICE AMOUNT ACCOUNT TERM TR
BOUGHT
09.35 00139 TANG P. Y. CO 00135 HONG KONG LAND 2,000 12.60 25,200.00 001735 CHAN P H 005 25
09.39 00237 CHAN W. 0. CO 00135 HONG KONG LAND 100,000 12.50 1250,000.00 005 29
10.15 01872 SHUN ON SECURITIES 00135 HONG KONG LAND 8,000 12.50 100,000.00 002635 SHUN ON CO 005 60
11.20 00539 CHAN.W. 0. CO 00135 HONG KONG LAND 40,000 12.40 496,000.00001735 CHAN P H 005 85
12.30 00637 TANG S. 0. CO 00953 JARDINE MATHESON 3,200 22.80 72.960.00 005 102
14.45 00471 KONG ON SECURITIES 00953 JARDINE MATHESON 800 22.70 18,106.00 005 113
SOLD
09.15 00139 TANG P. Y. CO 00135 HONG KONG LAND 10,000 12.60 126,000.00 018752 LEUNG K T 006 22
09.36 00637 TANG S. 0. CO 00953 JARDINE MATHESON 2,000 23.00 46,000.00 006 27
10.19 00257 CHAN W. 0. CO 00135 HONG KONG LAND 28,000 12.50 250,000.00 000 60
15.00 00471 KONG ON SECURITIES 00275 HONG KONG ELECTRIC 6,000 8.50 51,000.00 001735 CHAN.P H 006 132
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Exhibit 9
SECURITIES CLRARING CORPORATION UNMATCHED TRANSACTION 18 FEB 1981
00275 A B C SECURITIES
TIME BROKER STOCK
SHARE PRICE AMOUNT ACCOUNT
BOUCHT
09.25 00637 TANG S. O. CO
11.35 01872 SHUN ON SECURITIES
00135 HONG KONG LAND
00953 JARDINE MATHESON
2.000 12.60 25,200.00




09.45 01872 SHUN ON SECURITIES 00275 HONG KONG ELECTRIC 1.000 8.50 8,500.00 006.32
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Exhibit 10
SECURITIES CLEARING CORPORATION SETTLEMENT SUMMARY 18 FEB.1981
00275 A B C SECURITIES.
TOCK BOUGHT SOLD NET NET BOUGHT SOLD TO BE TO BE
BOUGHT SOLD FOR S/C FROM S/C COLLECTED DELIVERED
A B A-B B-A C D A-B-C+D B-A+C-D
00135 HONG KONG LAND. 150,000. 30,000 120,000 0 50,000 10,000 80,000 0
00953 JARDINE MATHESON 4,000 2,000 2,000 0 0 0 2,000 0
00275 HONG KONG ELECTRIC 0 6,000. 0 6,000 0 6,000 0 0
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Exhibit 1 1
SECURITIES CLEARING CORPORATION CASH SETTLEMENT SUMMARY 18 FEB 19
00275 A B C SECURITIES
SHARE PRICE AMOUNT COMM STAMP NET AMOUNT ACCOUNT
STOCK
BOUGHT FOR SAFE CUSTODY ACCOUNTS
00135 HONG KONG LAND 2,000 12.60 25,200.00 126.00 78.00 25,404.00 001735 CHAN P H
00135 110NG KONG LAND 8,000 12.50 100,000.00 500.00 300.00 100,800.00 002635 SHUN ON CO
00135 HONG KONG LAND 40,000 12.40 496,000.00 2,488.00 1,488.00 499,968.00 00001735 CIIAN P H
TOTAL 621,200.00 3,106.00 1,866.00 626,172.00
liOIICHT FOR NON-SAFE CUSTODY ACCOUNTS
00135 HONG KONG LAND 100,000 12.50 1250,000.00 6,250.00 3,750.00 1260,000.00
00953 JARDINE MATHESON 3,200 22.80 72,960.00 364.80 219.00 73,543.80
00953 JARDINE MATHESON 800 22.76 18 ,1-60.00 90.80 57.00 18.307.80
TOTAL 1341,120.00 6,705.60 4,026.00 1251,851.60
SETTLEMENT FOR SECURITIES BOUGHT 1962,320.00 5,892.00 626,172.00
SOLD FOR SAFE CUSTODY ACCOUNTS
00135 HONG KONG LAND 10,000 12.60 126,000.00 630.00 378.00 124,992.00 018752 LEUNG K T
00215 HUNG KONG ELECTRIC 6,000 8.50 51,000.00 255.00 153.00 50,592.00 001735 CILAN P H
TOTAL 177,000.00 85.00 531.00 175,584.00
SOLD FOR NON SAFE CUSTODY ACCOUNTS
00953 JARDINE MATHESON 2,000 23.00 46,000.00 230.00 138.00 45,632.00
00135 HONG KONG LAND 20,000 12.50 250,000.00 1,250.00 750.00 248,000.00
TOTAL 296,000.00 1,480.00 888.00 293,632.00
SETTLEMENT FOR SECURITIES SOLD 473,000.00 1,419.00 175,584.00




SECURITIES CLEARING CORPORATION STAMP DUTY RETURN TO GOVERNMENT
18 FEB 1981
STOCKBROKER STOCK SHARE PRICE STAMP
BOUGHT
A B C SECURITIES HONG KONG LAND 2.000 12.60 78.00
HONG KONG LAND 100.000 12.50 3.750.00
HONG KONG LAND 8.000 12.50 300.00HONG KONG LAND 40.000 12.40 1.488.00
JARDINE MATHESON 3.200 22.80 219.00
JARDINE MATHESON 800 22.70 57.00TANG P. Y. CO
TANG S. O. CO












A B C SECURITIES
TANG P. Y. CO
CHAN W. O. CO
SHUN ON SECURITIES

















































General description of cash settlement subsystem
The Cash Settlement Subsystem is used for cash
settlement of all the trades completed on the previous
day. It is also used for dividend-payments to the Safe
Custody accounts and for collection of service charges
from stockbrokers.
The functions of the Cash Settlement Subsystem are:
1. Debit Stockbroker for net securities bought on the
previous day.
2. Credit Stockbroker for net securities sold on the
previous.day.
3. Debit safe custody. account for securities bought and
File
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deposited in the account on the previous day.
4. Credit safe custody account for securities sold and
withdrawn from the account on-the previous day.
5. Credit safe custody accounts with dividends collectE
on their behalf when a company pays a dividend.
6. Debit safe custody accounts with new shares. bought
in rights issues.
7. Pay stamp duty on behalf of the stockbroker for
securities bought or sold on the previous day.
The Cash Settlement Subsystem produces an Electroni
Clearing Tape containing all the above payments to or
payments from the stockbrokers' bank accounts and the
safe custody account holders' bank accounts. The
Electronic Clearing Tape is sent to the Hong Kong
Bankers' Clearing for processing as if they were cheques
deposited and drawn.
The Cash Settlement Subsystem consolidates all the
cash settlements, dividends payments, rights payments,
and service charge payments onto an Electronic Clearing
Tape and reformats the settlement and payment records
according to the Hong Kong Bankers'. Clearing House
standards.
Input
Inputs to the Cash Settlement Subsystem consist of
1. Cash Settlement File-
The Cash Settlement File contains debits and credits
to stockbrokers' bank accounts and safe custody
account holders' bank accounts for settlement of
previous day's trades and credits for stamp duty to
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the government's account.
2. Dividends and Rights payment File-
The Dividends and Rights payment File contains credits
to safe custody account holders bank accounts for
dividends received from the company registrars. It
also contains debits to safe custofy account holders'
bank accounts for buying new shares offered in a
rights issue.
3. Service Charge payment File-
The Service Charge Payment File contains debits to
stockbrokers' bank accounts and safe custody account
holders' bank accounts for collection of service
charges to be paid to the Securities Clearing Corp-
oration in using the services provided by the system.
4. Stockbroker File-
The Stockbroker File used as input to the Cash
Settlement subsystem is the one used in the Trading
Subsystem and contains records of all stockbrokers
who can trade in the stock exchange. The Cash
Settlement subsystem retrieves the stockbrokers'
settlement banks and accounts from the stockbroker
File for generating settlement debit and credit
transactions to these accounts.
5. Safe Custody Account File-
The Safe Custody Account File used as input to the
Cash Settlement Subsystem is the one used in the
Trading Subsystem and contains records of
individuals who have safe custody accounts in the
Securities Clearing System. The Cash Settlement
Subsystem retrieves the safe custody account
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holders' settlement bank and account for generating
settlement debit and credit transactions to these
accounts.
Output
The Cash Settlement Subsystem produces an Electronic
Clearing Tape which contains the following records:
1. Settlement of brokers for net securities bought or
sold on the previous days.
2. Settlement of safe custody account holders for net
securities bought or sold on the previous day.
3. Dividend payments to safe custody account holders.
4. Settlement of safe custody account holders for new
shares bought in right issues.
5. Settlement of service charges to be paid by brokers
and safe custody account holders.
The Electronic Clearing Tape is sent to the Hong
Kong Bankers' Clearing House for eventual payment to
or drawing on the brokers' bank accounts and the safe
custody account holders' bank accounts.
71Safe Custody Subsystem

















General description of safe custody subsystem
The Safe Custody Subsystem provides the facilities
to record securities deposited in the Securities Clearing
Corporation by the stockbrokers or individual customers.
Securities bought by a safe custody account holder can
be deposited directly to his safe custody account. Like-
wise securities sold can be withdrawn directly. Physical
delivery by the stockbroker can be avoided.
The functions of the Safe Custody Subsystem are as
follows:
1. Deposit shares in safe custody accounts for securities
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bought on the previous day.
2. Withdraw shares from safe custody accounts for
securities sold on the previous day.
3. Deposit shares in safe custody accounts on receipt
of share certificates from customers.
4. Withdraw shares from safe custody accounts on receipt
of instruction to deliver share certificates to
customer.
5. Deposit bonus shares and new shares bought in rights
issues on behalf of customers.
6. Print Account Statements periodically to account
holders.
Deposits and withdrawals
Deposit and withdrawal transactions are entered by
the Securities Clearing Corporation when the safe custody
account holder deposits and withdraws physical share
certificates from his account. The number of shares
held in the safe custody account is increased by the
number of shares deposited and decreased by the number of
shares withdrawn. The deposit and withdrawal transactions
are recorded on the Statement File for subsequent
printing on the account statements.
Buy and sell transactions
Shares bought to be deposited into safe custody
accounts and shares sold to be withdrawn from safe
custody accounts are recorded on the Safe Custody
Update File in'the Trading Subsystem. The number of
shares held in the safe custody account is increased by
the number of shares bought and decreased by the number
of shares sold.The buy and sell transactions are
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recorded on the Statement File for subsequent printing
on the account statements.
Dividends, bonus, and rights deposits
When dividends are paid, the dividend records are
transferred from the Dividends, Bonus and Rights Deposit
File to the Statement File for subsequent printing on the
account statement. When bonus shares are received or
when new shares are subscribed in a rights issue, the
number of shares held in the safe custody account is
increased by the number of bonus shares and the number
of new shares subscribed. The share deposits are also
recorded on the Statement File for subsequent printing
on the account statement.
Account statement printing
An account statement is printed for each-safe
custody account on the statement date from records in
the Statement File. The records are dropped from the
Statement File after the account statement has been
printed.
Input
Inputs to the Safe Custody File consist of
1. Deposit and Withdrawal Cards-
Deposit cards are prepared manually when the Securities
Clearing Corporation receives actual-share certificates
from safe custody account holders for deposit to
their safe custody accounts. Withdrawal cards are
prepared manually-when the Securities Clearing
Corporation receives requests for physical delivery
of share certificates from safe custody account
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holders.
2. Safe Custody Update File-
The Safe Custody Update File contains deposit and
withdrawal transactions which are passed to the safe
custody subsystem as a result of the securities
being traded on the previous day. These transactionE
do not result in physical handling of shares
certificates and are purely account transfers to or
from the safe custody accounts.
3. Dividends, Bonus and Rights Deposit File-
The Dividends, Bonus and Rights Deposit File contains
dividends paid to the safe custody account holders,
deposits to the safe custody accounts when bonuses
are received from the company registrars in a Bonus
issue and when new shares bought on behalf of safe
custody account holders in a Rights issue are
received.
4. The Statement File-
The Statement File contains-records of deposits to
and withdrawals from the safe custody accounts that
have not been printed on the Account Statements. it
also contains records of. dividend payments, payments
for new shares in right issues, and service charge
payments which have to be printed on, the Account
Statements.
5. Safe Custody Account File-
The Safe Custody Account File-used as input to the
Safe Custody Subsystem is the one used in the
Trading Subsystem and contains records of individuals
who have accounts in the Securities Clearing System.
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The Safe Custody Subsystem retrieves information
such as safe custody account holders' names and add-
resses and statement date for printing Account
Statements. The Safe Custody Subsystem. also updates
the Safe Custody Account File with statistics of
services provided to the Safe Custody Account Holders
The statistics are subsequently used for collecting
service charges from the safe custody account
holders.
6. Safe Custody Securities File-
The Safe Custody Securities File contains records
of securities held in safe custody accounts.
Deposits to safe custody account are added to. the
Safe Custody Securities File and withdrawals from
safe custody accounts are deleted from it.
Output
The Safe Custody Subsystem produces account State-
ments to be sent to the safe custody account holders.
The account-statements contain all the deposits to the
safe custody account, debits and credits to the safe
custody account holders' bank accounts and all the
withdrawals from the safe custody accounts. The account
statements are sent to the safe custody account holders
either monthly or yearly to provide a record of all the
movements in their accounts.
An account statement is illustrated in Exhibit 13.
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Exhibit 13
SECURITIES CLEARING CORPORATIOM ACCOUNT STATEMENT
CHAN P. H.
139 QUEEN'S ROAD WEST
10/F FLAT C
HONG KONG
DATE STOCK SHARE PRICE AMOUNT COTIM STAMP NET CR/DR
12 FEB B HONG KONG LAND 1.000 12.80 12, 800.00 64.00 39.00 12, 903.00DR B- BOUGHT
18 FEB B HONG KONG LAND 2,000 12.60 25,200.00 126.00 78.00 25,404.00DR S- SOLD
B HONG KONG LAND 4,000 12.40 496000.00 2,480.00 1,488.00 499,968.00DR D- DEPOSIT
S HONG KONG ELECTRIC 6,000 12.4.0 51,000.00 255.00 153.00 50,592.OODR W- WITHDRAWAL
20 FEB D HONG KONG LAND 3,000 V- DIVIDENDS
B JARDINE MATHESON 1,000 22.80 22,800.00 114.00 69.00 22,983.00DR N- BONUS
21 FEB S JARDINE MATHESON 1,000 23.50 23,500.00 117.50 72.00 23,310.50CR R- RIGHTS
22 FEB W HONG KONG LAND 3,000 C- SERVICE GIARGE
23 FEB.V HONG KONG ELECTRIC 512.00 5.00 507.00CR
R HONG KONG ELECTRIC 1,000 6.50 6,500.00 6,500.00DR
N HONG KONG ELECTRIC 1,000



















General description of dividends subsystem
Whenever a company announces a .dividend payment, a
bonus issue or a rights issue, the Dividends Subsystem
is used to process the safe custody account. holders
entitlements.
The functions of the Dividends Subsystem are as
follows:
1. Pay dividends to safe custody account holders when
dividends are received from the company's registrars,
2. Deposit bonus shares to safe custody accounts when
they are received from the company's registrars.
3. Pay company's registrars for buying new shares in a
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rights issue on behalf of the accounts that subscribe
4. Deposit new shares bought in a rights issue on
behalf of safe custody account holders to their safe
custody accounts when they are received from the
registrars.
When a company announces a dividend, bonus or rights
issue, the Dividend Subsystem calculates the entitlement
to each custody account. The number of shares held in
the safe custody account is retrieved from the Safe
Custody Securities File and multiplied by the Dividend
Rate, the Bonus Rate or the Rights Rate in the Stock
File to calculate the entitlements.
The entitlement to each safe custody account is
stored in the Dividends, Bonus, and Rights Deposit File
until the dividends are received, the bonus shares are
received or the rights are subscribed.
The information is used by the Safe Custody
Subsystem to deposit bonus shares and new shares
subscribed in the rights issues to the safe custody
accounts.
When dividends are received or when rights are
subscribed at a later date, information is retrieved
from the Dividends, Bonus and Rights Deposit File for
payment to or drawing on the safe custody account holders'
bank accounts. Information is passed to the Cash Settle-
ment Subsystem ,in the Dividends and Rights Payment File
for the above purpose.
Input
Input to the Dividends Subsystem consist of
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1. Stock File-
Stock File used as input to the Dividends Subsystem
is the one used in the Trading Subsystem and contains
records of all stocks traded in the stock exchange.
The Dividends Subsystem retrieves information such
as the Book Closed Dates, the Dividend Rate, the
Bonus Rate, and the Rights Rate for processing
payment of dividends, deposit of bonus shares and
taking up new shares in rights issues.
2. Safe Custody Account File-
The Safe Custody Account File used as input to the
Dividends Subsystem is the one used in the Trading
Subsystem and contains records of individuals who
have accounts in the Securities Clearing System.
The Dividends Subsystem retrieves information such
as Safe Custody Account Number, Settlement Bank and
Account for depositing bonus shares in bonus issues
and depositing new shares taken up in rights issues
to the safe custody accounts and crediting dividends
to the Settlement Account.
3. Safe Custody Securities File-
The Safe Custody Securities File used as input to
the Dividends Subsystem is the one used in the Safe
Custody Subsystem and contains records of securities
held in safe custody accounts. The total number of
shares held in each safe custody account at the Book
Closed Date is calculated from the records in the
Safe Custody Securities File for generation of
dividend payments and deposits of bonus shares and new
shares taken up in rights issues.
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Output
The Dividend Subsystem produces the following files
which are used as inputs to the other subsystems:
1. Dividends, Bonus, and Rights Deposit File-
The Dividends, Bonus,and Rights Deposit File
contains records of dividends received, bonuses
received, and new shares bought on behalf of safe
custody account holders. It is used as input to the
Safe Custody Subsystem for updating the safe custody
accounts and the Statement File.
2. Dividends and Rights Payment File-
The Dividends and Rights Payment File contains
records of dividend payments to the safe custody
account holders and payments for new shares in
rights issues by the safe custody account holders.
.It is used as input to the Cash Settlement Sub-
system for producing an Electronic Clearing Tape
to be sent to the Hong Kong Bankers' Clearing House
to debit or credit the safe custody account holders'
bank accounts.
The Dividends Subsystem produces two output files
which are used as inputs to other subsystems. The
Dividends, Bonus, and Rights Deposit File is used as
input to the Safe Custody Subsystem and the Dividends
















General description of dividends subsystem
The Service Charge Subsystem calculates the service
charge levied on the stockbrokers and the safe custody
account holders for using the services provided by the
system.
The functions of the Services Charge Subsystem are
as follows:
1. Calculate the monthly service charge for each
stockbroker.
2. Calculate the monthly service charge for each safe
custody account holder.
3. Print,a Service Charge Report for each stockbroker.
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4. Print a Safe Custody Service Charge advice for each
account holder.
5. Debit the stockbrokers' bank accounts for the service
charge.
6. Debit the safe custody account holders' bank accounts
.for the service charge.
The service charges for each stockbroker are cal-,
culated from the following counts in the Statistics File:
1. Number of Online System Time Units
2. Number.of Transaction Status Enquiries
3. Number of Share Quotation Enquiries
4. Number of Transactions
5. Number of Adjustments
The number of each type of service provided to the
.stockbroker is multiplied by a unit charge determined
by the Securities Clearing Corporation to calculate the
Service Charge. Estimation of-the unit charges is
based on the total operating cost which has to be
recovered from the users of the Securities Clearing
System. The total service charge is debited to the
stockbroker's bank account.
The service charge for each' safe custody account-
holder consists of a safe custody charge and a tran-
saction charge. The former is based on the average
number of share certificates held in safe custody.
The transaction charge is calculated from the
following counts in the Safe Custody Account File:
1. Number of Deposits
2. Number of Withdrawals
3. Number of Dividend Collections
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4. Number of Bonus Shares Received
5. Number of, Rights Issues Processed
A unit charge for each type of service for the safe
custody accounts is.-also estimated and used to calculate
the total service charge to be debited to 'the safe
custody account holders` bank accounts.
Input
Inputs to the Service Charge Subsystem are the
Statistics File and the Safe Custody Account File which
contain statistics of services used by the stockbrokers
and the safe custody account holders respectively.
Output
The Service Charge Subsystem prints a Service ChargE
Report'(Exhibit 14) monthly on the billing date of the
Securities Clearing Organisation. It lists the service
charges to be paid by individual stockbrokers for the
different types of services used and also informs the
stockbrokers that their bank accounts have been debited.
The Service Charge Subsystem also produces a ServicE
Charge Payment File which is used as.input to the Cash
Settlement Subsystem for producing an Electronic
Clearing Tape to be sent to the Hong Kong Bankers'
Clearing House to debit the brokers'.bank accounts and
the safe custody account holders' bank accounts.
Service Charges debited to the safe custody account
holders' bank accounts are updated to the Statement File
which. is used as input to the Safe Custody Subsystem for




SECURITIES CLEARING CORPORATION SERVICE CHARGE FOR 1/2/8.1 TO 28/2/81 28 FEB 1981
00275 A B SECURITIES
ITEM COUNT UNIT CHARGE TOTAL CHARGE
ONLINE SYSTEM TIME UNITS 57, 890 0.10 5)789.00
TRANSACTION STATUS ENQUIRES 900 0.50 450.00
SHARE QUOTATION ENQUIRES 1,500 0.10 150.00
TRANSACTIONS 600 1.00 600.00
ADJUSTMENTS 50 2.00 100.00














General description of maintenance subsystem
The Maintenance Subsystem maintains the master files
used in the system. Records can be added to or deleted
from the files or revised.
The functions of the Maintenance Subsystem are as
follows:
1. Maintain the Stock File
2. Maintain the Stockbroker File
3. Maintain the Safe Custody Account File
Input
Inputs required by the Maintenance Subsystem are
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maintenance cards for the Stock File, the Stockbroker
File and the Safe Custody Account File. Data on the
maintenance cards are illustrated on Appendix 12.
Output
The Maintenance Subsystem prints maintenance
reports to reflect the changes made to the Stock File,
the Stockbroker File and the Safe Custody Account File.
The updated Stock File, Stockbroker File and the Safe
Custody Account File are used by the other subsystems
as input for processing.
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CHAPTER V
COSTS AND BENEFITS OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
Cost Considerations of the Proposed System
One of the main considerations for developing and
implementing the Securities Clearing System is cost.
The users.of the system, mainly the stockbrokers and
their customers, ultimately will have to bear the cost.
They must be convinced that such a system is feasible
and cost-justified.
The cost of the system can be divided into the
initial set up cost and the operating cost.
Initial Set Up Cost
The initial. set up cost is a one time cost incurred
before the system becomes operational and consists
mainly of the following costs:
- Rent of premises for the Securities Clearing Corporation.
- Administration cost in running the Securities Clearing
Corporation.
- Salary,of data processing professionals for developing
the system.
- Cost for computer, peripherals, and terminal equipment
for testing. the system.
- Cost of financing the development of the system.
The initial cost is non-recurring and has to be
recovered from the users since the Securities Clearing
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Corporation does not have any revenue during the system
development period.
Operating Cost
The operating cost is the recurrent cost involved
in running the system after it is implemented and
consists mainly of the following costs:
Rent of premises.for the Securities Clearing
Corporation.
- Administration cost in running the Securities Clearing
.Corporation.
- Salary of data processing professionals to maintain
the system.
- Salary of data processing professionals to operate the
system.
- Cost of computer and peripherals.
- Cost of consumables (e.g. report paper), and non-
consumables (e.g. magnetic tapes) used in the opera-
tion of the system.
- Cost of financing the development of the system not
yet recovered from the members.
A summary of the Initial Set Up Costs and the
Operating Cost is shown in Exhibit 15.
The cost of terminals and telephone lines are not
included in the operating cost. The stockbrokers use
the terminals for their own operation and should bear the
cost of the equipment. The number of terminals and the
number of telephone lines used by each stockbroker differs
depending on the transaction volume.




The cost of the system is recovered from the users
in the form of service charges to the stockbrokers and
the safe custody account holders. The service charge
should cover the operating cost and part of the initial
set up cost so that the Securities Clearing Corporation
can break-even after a number of years.. The service
charge will drop by a considerable amount when the
initial set up cost has been fully recovered.
Exhibit 15
Summary of Costs












If a feasibility study can start in 1983,a very
rough estimate of the initial set up cost•for such a
system is three to four million Hong Kong Dollars (150
to 200 man-months at an average of Hong Kong $20,000 per
man-month, including all the overheads and an inflation
factor). Assuming that recovery is based purely on the
number of transactions and that the transaction volume'
is 1,000 per day (see Appendix 10) then, the system can
break-even in roughly six to eight years if the Securi-
ties Clearing Corporation charges Hong Kong $2 over the
operating cost per transaction.
The above break-even analysis is very much sim-
plified in that the system provides different services
to different users and the unit costs of these services
differ from one to another. It can still be argued
that the activity in the system depends very much on
the activity of the stock market which is reflected in
the transaction volume.
Sensitivity Analysis
The activity in the stock markets in Hong Kong
fluctuated greatly over the years.. It i's not easy to
predict how the stock market will perform in the future.
A change in the estimated transaction volume, which is
a function of the stock market activity, will change
the time required for the system to break-even.
The time required to break-even for various transac-
tion volumes are shown in Exhibit 16. The estimates
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Exhibit 16
Transaction Volume and Time Required to Break-even
PercentageTransaction PercentageNumber of Year
Change.Volume to break-even Change
500 50 12.50 100.00
600 40 10.42 66.72
700 - 30 42.888.93
800 20 24.967.81
900 - 10 6.94 11.04
1000 0 6.25 0
1100 +- 10 5.68 9.14
1200 +- 20 5.21 16.64
1300 +- 30 4.81 23.04
1400 +- 40 4.46 28.64
1500 +- 50 4.17 33.28
are based on an Initial Set Up Cost of Hong Kong
$3,000,000, charges of Hong Kong $2 per unit transaction
over the operation cost, and 240 trading days per year.
It can be seen that a decrease of 10 percent in
the transaction volume will result'in an increase'of
11.04 percent in the break-even time and a decrease of
50 percent in the transaction volume will.result in a
100 percent increase in the break-even time.
Possible Benefits of the Proposed Securities
Clearing System
The main feature of the proposed securities clear-
ing system is an electronic entry for the securities and
for the transfer of payments by means of a computer. In
so doing, it is hoped that the manual handling of share
certificates will be reduced thereby saving costs of
manpower and operations.
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If the above is feasible, then there are further
savings on office space and time. An optimistic figure
for electronic.clearing is 70 percent of the total
volume of trading,30 percent by manual clearing. In
other words, the number of'operative staff and vault
space could. be reduced by 50 percent. Other related
costs, such as fringe benefits for the employees, less
personnel routines, less insurance costs can be reduced.
Efficiency-is the most significant benefit of the system.
The computer can handle unexpected surges in trading
volume and the settlement can be done on time. This can
hardly be achieved through a manual system. Firstly,
skilled workers are hard to locate overnight. Secondly,
a simultaneous production of office space to place them
would be difficult. Thirdly, chances for human errors
would be higher in repetitive routine jobs such as
settlement of securities.
Another form of efficiency is to increase the
discipline of trading among the speculators. With an
efficient settlement system, transactions can be settled
on time. In addition, once the transaction is entered in
the computer, it cannot be-taken out unless amendments
are also entered. This will dispel the present mani-
pulation of the market by speculators buying and selling
the same stock to effect a desirable price level, or
the malpractice of the traders buying or selling ahead of
customers, or stock brokers trading for a spread on trades
for their customers.
No doubt there will be objections from the large
players in the market since their advantage in the game
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is grossly affected. However, the new system and revised
trading procedure will help Hong Kong to achieve a
standard which is at par with other stock exchanges in the
world. The long-term benefit to Hong Kong is to ensure




The proposed system described in Chapter IV is a,
simplified version of a practicable system which can be
used for securities settlement in Hong Kong. Only the
concepts in the design of the system have been discussed.
There are many aspects of the securities settlement
system which can only be included after a detailed
study and design of the system. The following are a
few of these aspects that have to be addressed in the
design and implementation of the securities settlement
system.
1. Cost- Some of the costs involved in developing and
operating the securities settlement system are
discussed in Chapter V. A detailed cost study and
analysis is not within the scope and the time-frame
of this study. Detailed cost and,savings analyses
must be made in the early stages before a decision
is made to proceed with the design and implementation`
of the system.
2. Security and Control- The security and control
aspects have not been discussed. Basically they.
involve proper authorisation-of access to the system
and data integrity of information captured by and
provided by the system.
3. Hardware- Selection of hardware has to be based on
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a number of factors, for example, the transaction
volume and the cost. This cannot be done until a
detailed study has been made. The computer system
can either be-'purchased or leased depending on which
is more economical in'terms of its market life,
method of financing, and operational and functional
aspects. The choice of the terminal equipment has
to depend on the transaction volume and cost. The
system may have to support terminal equipment
supplied by different vendors.
4. Standards- Standards are required for the efficient
and effective operation of such a system as there are
many users. At the same time, it is necessary to
provide a standard compatible with the standards used
in other automated systems for possible future
international interface.
Recommended Course of Action
To implement a system of this nature requires
careful planning and cooperation from the stock exchanges,
the stockbrokers and the bankers. A possible course of
action to set up the system is:
1. Set up .a planning committee- The planning committee
should consist of representatives from the stock
exchanges, the stockbrokers, bankers, the-government
(Securities Commission and Office of the Commissioner
for Securities), and data processing professionals. The
function of the planning committee is to determine the
initial feasibility of implementing the Securities Clear
ing System and to lay down the ground rules for the
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development of the system.
2. Perform a-feasibility study -The feasibility study
should address all aspects of the securities system.
Detailed cost and savings analyses have to be
included to justify the implementation of the system.
3. Set up the Securities Clearing Corporation- If the
feasibility study shows that such a system is both,
cost-justified and feasible, the Securities Clearing
Corporation should be set up as an independent
organisation to design, implement and operate the
system.
Summary
With the gradual evolution of Hong Kong as a
financial centre of the Far East and the world, the
stock market will play a more and more important role
in the financial sector. Computerisation is inevitable
to cope with the-growth. The writers are convinced that,
with the resourcefulness of the people of Hong Kong,
implementation of the system is possible even though
there are many obstacles to be overcome.
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APPENDIX 1
THE INTERMARKET TRADING SYSTEM (ITS)
The Intermarket trading System (ITS) was launched
in April 1978 as a joint effort of the American, Boston,
Midwest, New York, Pacific and Philadelpia stock
exchanges. Since its inception, its has proven itself
to be an efficient electronic communications linkage
between market centres as called for by Congress in its
mandate for a national market system. However electronic
efficiency was not the only consideration in developing
ITS. Equally important was the determination to build
upon the proven strengths and flexibilities of the
exchange market systems while expanding the full and fair
field of competition among investors' orders, among
market makers and among the market centres.
Assume a broker on the floor of the New York Stock
Exchange (NYSE) wants to sell General Motors and the best
bid-is $42, he then goes to the television set CRV2
placed at the centre of the exchange floor and checks the-
bids from the other five stock exchanges. Assume further
that the Pacific Stock Exchange (PSE) has a bid at42-1/8.
The broker then presses the button and channels the order
to the PSE. An instant execution is effected. Within 20
seconds, a hard copy of the trade confirmation is avail-
able at the printer of,the NYSE.
Before the ITS was first started, the NYSE captured
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85 percent of the dollar volume of the U.S. stock markets.
Some market makers on the NYSE feared that their share
would decline to 65 percent. In fact, the worry was
never realized. The market share of NYSE at the middle
of 1979 remained between 85 to 87 percent.
The ITS accommodates about 900 stocks which are
dually listed (stocks listed on more than one exchange).
Other active stocks solely listed on the NYSE,
approximately 600, are not on the ITS system.










Sourc: The Cornerstone of-the National Market System,
Intermarket. Trading System Publication 1980, San Francisco
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The Intermarket Trading System-
Building On Strength
The Intermarket Trading System (ITS) was launched in
April 1978 as a joint eff ort of the American, Boston,
Midwest, New York, Pacific and Philadelphia Stock
Exchanges. Since its inception, ITS has proven itself to
be an efficient electronic communications linkage
between market centers as called for by Congress in
its mandate for a National Market System. But
electronic efficiency was not the only consideration in
developing ITS. Equally.important was the
determination to build upon the proven strengths and
flexibilities of the exchange market systems while
expanding the full and fair field of competition among
investors' orders, among market- makers and
among the market centers.
The result is a system that weds computer age
technology with human judgment a factor vital to
the pricing and trading of securities for almost 200
years. Melding these two elements permits more
effective and competitive utilization of capital for
market making and facilitates the execution of
investors' orders at the best price available.
In short, ITS enables a broker or market- maker to
reach'into other markets electronically within a
matter of seconds, whenever a better price in a
competitively traded issue may be available.
AMEX
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ITS-Rapidly Expanding in Competitive
Issues
The six participating market centers have increased
the number of issues traded on the system from the
original 11 in April 1978 to almost 640 currently. This
growth will continue as approximately 40 issues per
month are added to include the full 900 to 1,000
issues now competitively traded between two or
more participants in the system.
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ITS-Over A Million Shares A Day
And Growing
The securities industry's confidence in ITS is reflected
by the ever-increasing use of the system. In August
1978 six exchanges were linked by ITS and, in that
month, trading volume reached 5.7 million shares.
Twelve months later, monthly volume had grown to
22 million shares. The daily average ITS trading day is
now just over one million shares and growing.
In the same twelve months, the number of ITS trades
per month rose from 8,000 to 37,000 and the system
is still growing.
When relating these figures to the much larger,
number of shares traded overall, it is important to bear
in mind that ITS normally is used only when it appears
that a better price is currently available in a competing
market center. When prices are equal, a broker or
market- maker will usually execute in the market in
which he is physically present. The purpose of the
system is not to shift trades at random from one
market to another but assure that executions can take
place at the best price currently available within the
nationally linked network.
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ITS-Fast and Getting Faster
While the system has gained in volume, trades and
issues, average execution time has been cut from just
under a minute in October 1978 to slightly over 40
seconds in August 1979 with trades in the 15-30
second time frame common.
Improvements, through pilot programs already
underway universal templates and "mark--
sense" card readers will further reduce turn-
around time.
gut speed can not come at a sacrif ice to the key
element of human judgment in pricing and trading. ITS
commitments always incorporate the flexibility of
exposure to the exchange-auction market crowd and
are not constrained to automatic computer matching
programs.





A WESTERN EXCHANGE... SERVING THE NATIONAL MARKET.
The Pacific Stock Exchange is
proud of the major role it has played
in the development of a national PERCENT OF TOTAL
market system for trading. For the
PARTICIPATION IN
second straight year, the Pacific has
consistently performed as the second ITS
most active participant in the Inter-
NYSE
market Trading System (ITS), 50%
accounting for nearly 28% of the total
volume passing through the system.
Today, the nation's mayor stock
exchanges are electronically linked
Pacific Stock E+cclunge27.6%,for trading in nearly 800 active issues,
trading in excess of one million shares
each day. As ITS and the broader
25%concept of a national market con-
tinues to grow and gain acceptance
throughout the industry, the Pacific MSE
expects to maintain its established








THE REGIONAL INTERFACE ACTIVITY OF THE NEW YORK
STOCK EXCHANGE CLEARING CORPORATION
The clearing corporation of the New York Stock
exchange through the computer is inter-linked to the
other stock exchanges and clearing corporations such as
the Pacific Stock Exchange, the Midwest Stock Exchange,
the. Philadelphia and Boston Stock Exchanges, and so on.
If a member firm of the clearing corporation in
New York elects to clear in New York with any of the
stock exchanges, this can easily be done. The clearing
corporation will simply create a zero balance in New York
for all buy and sell orders. An omnibus account in each
stock. exchange clearing corporation is used, for instance
an account ABC in the omnibus account with the Pacific




IMPROVEMENTS OF OPERATION AT THE NEW YORK STOCK
EXCHANGE. CLEARING CORPORATION
The ITS Service
With the introduction of the Intermarket Trading
System (ITS), the quotation of selected securities is
available-to a broker among the six stock exchanges-
New York Stock Exchange, American Stock Exchange, Pacific
Stock Exchange, Midwest Stock Exchange, Boston and
Philadelphia Stock Exchanges.
A broker A in New York can buy securities through
the ITS from a broker B in San Francisco. The NYSE
clearing corporation will create a zero balance at an
omnibus account within the ITS account, and the
transaction results in 'broker A buys' and 'Pacific Stock
Exchange sells'. The identity of the selling broker at
the PSE in San Francisco is of no concern to the clearing
corporation. However, the trade will be compared by the
NYSE Clearing Corporation.
Designated Order Turn-around System (DOT)
The opening on the New York Stock Exchange covers 20
percent of the daily activities.:
Effective March, 1980, the Clearing Corporation
adopted a designated order turnaround (DOT) system to
alleviate the pressure of work for the specialists on
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market opening. Orders are keyed into the DOT system
which channels them to the specialist who is responsible
to maintain a fair and orderly market in the securities
concerned. The DOT system will matches all buy and sell
orders (entered at 'market') and nets out a balance on
a computer printout. The specialist will then takes care
of the net balance and open the market with a price. He
gives the details of the brokers (the 'net' customers who
make up up. the net balance) to the New York Stock Exchange
In this way, the bulk of the market opening routine
is handled by the computer of the Clearing Corporation
which compares all the matched transactions. The
balance of the work is done by the specialists. Better
efficiency is achieved.
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gives names ofClearing Corp-
brokers who buy aoration compares
total of 1,000transactions in
shares of ABCnormal manner
to the NYSE
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Until the middle of 1980, only 170 securities were
eligible for-the DOT system.
The main objective of DOT is to reduce the percen-
tage of uncompared-.trades, an acceptable level is 5
percent uncompared. In the course of development,
however, human errors are the main drawback. It is found
that misreporting by the specialists and their clerks,
often happened. The clearing corporation forces matches
against the specialists and brokers regardless of their
errors.
The DOT-TOD System
A derivation from market opening trades is to
execute market. orders through the DOT system.
A buyer in San Francisco keys into the DOT system
an order to buy 100 shares of XYZ at market. A seller
in New York keys into the DOT system an order to sell.
100 shares of XYZ at market. Both orders will appear
at the terminal of the specialists' booth on the NYSE
and the trade is instantly matched.
The TOD account is the opposite side for the buyer
in San Francisco and the seller in New York. The net
position of TOD is always zero and is a psuedo-account
used by the Clearing Corporation in comparing the
transactions.
Buyer in San Francisco- TOD account as seller
valance out
Seller in New Yor] -TOD account as buyer
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When there is a buyer of 100 shares of XYZ in the
rOD system and no seller, a seller in the crowd of the
exchange floor can then key in his offer and the DOT
system also matches the trade. TOD remains as the
opposite side of the trade. A recent problem is the
difference in the execution price. For example, a trade
is matched at the DOT system at $274. However, when the
respective brokers send in their details, the execution
prices differ. There are no time check and price check
built into the DOT system at present. The Clearing
Corporation is in the process of modifying the features





SCHEDULE OF FEES--CUSTODY FEES
Euro-clear charges custody fees for securities held in participants' accounts. The fees are billed on a quarterly basis for securities held
in the account during the previous quarter and are calculated on a scale which offers particular advantages to two types of participants:
Those with a high turnover of securities, but low permanent Inventory. and those with a high Inventory of securities.
There is a minimum quarterly custody fee of Dis 25.00 on any account subject to such fee. Aggregate amounts are determined separately
for each different security currency. Debt securities are taken at nominal value and equity securities are taken at market value for the
purpose of computing custody fees.
For calculation of custody fees payable on securities denominated In currencies other than US dollars, (he fees will be charged on secu-
rities balances converted into US dollars on the basis of the exchange rates prevailing on the last day of each quarter.
Thus for example, where the fee listed for US dollar denominated securities is 0.25 per Dls 1.000 on the amounts up to Dls 500,000. the
equivalent for Deutsche mark securities would be DIs 0.25 per DM 2,145 on amounts up to DM 1,072,500.
SCALE OF CUSTODY FEES- All rates shown are based on the annual tariff'
Quarterly fees are charged at 1/4 of the annual rates.
Group A Where the three-month aggregate of the month-end balances of securities held In the account during the quarter
does not exceed 20% of the aggregate debits of securities, from the account during the same quarter:
NO CHARGE.
Group B Where the three-month aggregate of the month-end balances. exceeds 20% but is less than 50% of the aggregate
debits of securities from the account during any calendar quarter, custody fees are charged at the end of each
quarter on the quarterly average of month-end balances:
- S 0.25 per$ 1,000 on amounts up to$ 500,000
$ 0,125 per$ 1,000 on amounts In excess of$ 500,000 but less than$ 1.500,000
- amounts In excess of$ 1,500,000 are computed on the basis of fees payable under group C.
Source: Handbook & Guide .to Euro-clear Operations, September 1978,
Brussels,Euro-clear, pp. 61-64.
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SCHEDULE OF FEES-CUSTODY FEES
Group C Where the three-month aggregate of the month-end balances exceeds 50% of the aggregate debits of se
from the account during any calendar quarter, custody fees are charged at the end of each quarter on the q
average of month-end balances:
- $ 0.50 per S 1,000 on amounts up to$ 500,000
--$ 0.25 per$ 1,000 on amounts in excess of$ 500,000 but less than 1,500,000
-$ 0.20 per$ 1,000 on amounts in excess of$ 1,500,000 but less than$ 25,000,000
-$ 0.175 per$ 1,000 on amounts in excess of$ 25,000,000 but less than$ 50,000,000
-$. 0.15 per$ 1,000 on amounts in excess of$ 50.000,000.
EXAMPLES
GROUP A.
Aggregate month-end balance...................$ 24.986.000




Aggregate month-end balance.................$ 54,197,000
Aggregate debits of securities..................$ 228,946,000.
Ratio: 23%
$ 54,197,000
Average balance 3-=$ 18,065,666
FEES:- Up to$ 500,000,$ 0.25°/°$ 125
- From$ 500,000 up to$ 1,500,000,$ 0.125°/.=$ 125
- From$ 1,500,000 up to$ 18,065,000,$ 0.20=$ /3,313




SCHEDULE OF FEES-CUSTODY FEES
GROUP C.
Aggregate month-end balance $ 502.595.000






FEES Up to $ 500.000 $ 0.50%
$ 250
From $ 500.000 up to $ 1.500.000. $ 0.25% $ 250
From $ 1.500.000 up to $ 25.000.000 $ 0.20% $ 4.700
From $ 25.000.000 up to $ 50.000.000 $ 0.175% $ 4.375
From $ 50.000.000 up to $ 167.531.666 $ 0.15% $ 17.629






DISCOUNT ON PREPROCESSED INSTRUCTIONS
A discount of DIs 0.25 applies to any Instruction relating to a securities transaction which Is sent In a form allowing direct Input Intothe Euro-clear computer.
VOLUME DISCOUNTS
Only transactions for which Euro clear charges a fee are considered for purposes of the discount. The scale of discounts for
different monthly transaction volumes Is shown below.
MONTHLY TRANSACTION VOLUME DISCOUNT
350 to- 700 10%
701 to 1,500 15%
1,501 to 2,500 30%
2,501 to 3,500 40%
3,501 to 4,500 50%
In excess of 4,500 60%
FORMULA USED TO CALCULATE A PARTICIPANT'S DISCOUNT IN A PARTICULAR MONTH:
Sumof category discount factors
Net discount x gross foe totaltotal number of transactions in the month
THE CATEGORYDISCOUNT FACTORis the number of transactions falling into each discount category in the scale, multiplied by the
discount percentage for that category.
THE GROSSFEE TOTAL Is the sum of charges for all transactions for which the participant used Euro-clear.
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APPENDIX 5
FEATURES AND ADVANTAGES OF EUCLID
The initial features of EUCLID are:
EUCLID/ACCESS: enables participants to ensure controlled and secure
access to their information and to transmit to Euro-clear authorised
transactions
EUCLID/INSTRUCT: enables participants to enter their securities
instructions on a terminal, and to obtain validation results, before
these instructicns are transmitted to Euro-clear for setylement
computer processing. Between validation time. and the time the data
are transmitted to Euro-clear, participants may cancel these
instruct ions.
EUCLID/STATUS: this service is conceived as making available a data
base on all instructions in the system from a particular
participant. Subscription to Euclid/Status enables participants to
select daily any or all of the reports available, and subscription to
Euclid/Status is a prerequesite for use by participants of the
attractive cancellation features.





EUCLID/CODES: enables participants to obtain lists and codes ot:
new issues recently accepted by Euro-clear and their details
counterparts and correspondents.







Source: EUCLID an Overview, 1980, Zurich, Euro-clear
Clearance System Limited, pp. 3-5.
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A D V A N T A G E S O F E U C L I D
Access to Eurc-clear
Access to the system is through a local telephone
almost all instances, to one of the General netwo
offices, and is protected by a very himself. Pdual asswords passwo'rd
system administered by the participant himdself Passwords may
bechangedbytheparticipantsa frequentlyasdesired,changes
take instantaneous effect
The reliability of the world-wide communications system'. The
computer processing centers are equipped with large standby
capacities and can re-route work among one another as necessary
Input of transactions and other routines to utilie operator cap system
of operating a telex can work with the system
Instructions can be input at almost any time of day, including
week-ends and holidays. After a series'of instructions has been
input into the system, they can be validated, according to the
timing option chosen, the next morning, within a few hours, or
even within seconds
The Euro-clear deadlines for receipt of clearance instructions
through EUCLID/INSTRUCT will become more flexible over time,
compared with deadlines applicable when any traditional media
are used.
Typically, instructions deemed by the user to burgent
entered through the Euclid express validation mode as e as
5 p.m. (Brussels time), and still be included in the Euro-clear
settlement processing of the same evening.
Instructions to Euro-clear
The validation program for participants' instructions shows any
invalid items, and indicates the reason why. This feature
enables participants to input correct instructions only, and
provides for more processing of instructions without delays
A free format narrative can be included in physical delivery
instructions, to be communicated to the recipient of
delivery




Status in forrnat icn can be obtained for all instructions on
records
Status reports are obtained by using a simple query language to
retrieve data from a data base maintained on the time-sharing
system. Hence, reports can be called for in accordance with
participants' daily needs.
The following is an example of the choice of reports possible:
- All instructions of the day which are settled.
- Unsettled Items- matched- future settlement date
- lack of securities
- not settled for other reasons
- unmatched- urgent
(clearance deliveries with
settlement date within two
days from report, and clearance
receipts which have been on




In addition, participants will be able to request reports on
specific securities, counterparts, types of instructions and
status of instructions, or combinations of these elements.
Cancellation of instructions in backlog can be done on a
conversational basis.
In addition, the system will provide brief information reports
when thought useful, any time that -a participant accesses
EUCLID. Typical information would include forthcoming legal
holidays at the operating center, new Euro-clear services, etc.
ACCESS TO EICLID
The normal access to the Eurc-clear information Distribution
system is through- the use of a trre-sharirg terminal locatea in the
participant's office. There is a wide choice of commonly used terminals
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APPENDIX 6






































































































3.90 $82.00 $400 $482.00 $3213.00 $4095.00REMARKS
-1 month- 21 days
- Transmission at 300 Baud Speed
-Average cost of one Inst. by Telex is US$5.10
- Use of overnight validation (input on Day J-validation results on day J+1)
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Savings Savings Mziintenance Depreciation Savings(instr./day)
164-1 1968 (240) 1203(525)
4082 4896 4131(240) (525)
5 1080 12960 11676(372) (912)
10 2234 26408 25124(372) (912)
P the terminal is depreciated on a 4 year period,
21





LIST OF SETTLEMENT BANKS/SUB-SETTLEMENT BANKS
BANK OF CANTON LTD
BANK OF CHINA
Bank of Communications
China. South Sea Bank Ltd
China State Bank Ltd
Chiyu Banking Corp. Ltd
Kincheng Banking Corporation
Kwangtung Provincial Bank
Nanyang Commercial Bank Ltd
National Commercial Bank Ltd
Po Sang Bank Ltd
Sin Hua Trust, Savings Commercial Bank, Ltd
Yien Yieh Commercial Bank Ltd
Hua Chiao Commercial Bank Ltd
BANK OF EAST ASIA LTD
Chekiang First Bank Ltd
BANQUE BELGE POUR L'ETRANGER S.A.
Banque de L'Indochine et de SUE
European Asian Bank
Algemene Bank Nederland N.V.
CITIBANK N.A.
rar mast banx Lta
Korea Exchange Bank
Hong Nin Bank Ltd
MERCANTILE BANK LTD
OVERSEA-CHINESE BANKING CORPORATION LTD
Source: Automated Clearing House System, November 1980
.20-2The Hong Kong Bankers' Clearing House, pp
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SHANGHAI COMMERCIAL BANK LTD
WING ON BANK LTD
THE CHARTERED BANK-
American Express International Banking Corporation
Bank Negara Indonesia 1946
Commercial Bank of Hong Kong Ltd
Chung Khiaw Bank Ltd
Dah Sing Bank Ltd
Grindlays Dao Heng Bank Ltd
Equitable Banking Corporation
Hang Lung Bank Ltd
Four Seas Communications Bank Ltd
Kwong On Bank Ltd
Liu Chong Hing Bank Ltd
National Bank of Pakistan
Overseas Union Bank Ltd
United Overseas Bank Ltd
Bank of Nova Scotia
Chemical Bank New York
Credit Lyonnais
Crocker National Bank




Bank of Tokyo Ltd
Banque Nationale de Paris
Barclays Bank International Ltd
Hang Seng Bank Ltd
Hong Kong Chinese Bank Ltd
Hong Kong Metropolitan Bank Ltd
Hong Kong Industrial Commercial Bank Ltd
Indian Overseas Bank
Ka Wah Bank Ltd
Malayan Banking Berhad




Tai Sang Bank Ltd
Tai Yau Bank Ltd
Underwriters Bank (Overseas) Ltd
United Chinese Bank Ltd
United Commercial Bank
Wing Hang Bank Ltd
Wing Lung Bank Ltd
Union Bank of Hong Kong Ltd
Chase Manhattan Bank N.A.
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THE HONGKONG AND SHANGHAI BANKING CORPORATION
Manufacturers Hanover Trust Company
Lloyds Bank International Ltd
The Royal Bank of Canada
Societe Generale
State Bank of.'India
Banque de Paris et des. Pays-Bas
National Westminster Bank Ltd.
Toronto-Dominion Bank
Bank of Montreal
Morgan Guaranty Trust Company of New York
Royal Bank of Scotland
Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce
United California Bank
Commerzbank A G
Dresdner Bank A G
North Carolina National Bank
Mellon Bank N A
Swiss Bank Corporation
Republic National Bank of New York
The First National Bank of Chicago
The Industrial Bank of Japan, Ltd
The Fuji Bank Ltd
Bank of Scotland
The Northern Trust Co
DG Bank Deutsche Genossenschaftsbank
Bank Melli. Iran
The Hanil Bank Ltd
Union Bank of Switzerland
First National Bank of Boston
Philippine National Bank







DUES Participants.- $200/ month for the first account $35/ month for
each additional account
Pledgee Banks- S 100/ month for the first account S50/ month
for each additional account
RECEIPTS, DELIVERIES Deposits via physical delivery- 201,/ item
AND OTHER
Automatic Allocation from Pacific Clearing-- 50¢/ item,BOOKENTRY MOVEMENTS
Release to Pacific Clearing net-by-net system-- 50%/ item
Participant to participant movements- 501/ item
Depository movements- includes inter-account movements (both
sides), intra account movements (one side) and inter-depository
movements (PSDTC side only)- 50f /entry
Physical Withdrawal- $2.00/ issue plus 10%/ 100 shares (stocks) or
10Q/ $1000 Value (bonds) S4.00 maximum withdrawal charge
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION
OR RELEASES TO Same as physical withdrawal fee plus handling charges
CORRESPONDENT
cusTOI
Stocks- S 02 per CUSIP entry per business day, plus the following
charge based on the average monthly position for all equity securities:
S .005/ 100shares 0-- 25 million shares
S .0013/ 100 shares 25-- 200 million shares
$.00065/ 100 shares 200-- 300 million shares
No charge 300 million shares and above
Bonds- S 02 per CUSIP entry per business day, plus the following
charge based upon the average monthly dollar value for all bonds:
S .005/S4000 S 0- S 25 million
S .0013/S4000 S 25- S200 million
S.00065/ S4000 $200- S300 million
No charge S300 million and above
COLLATERAL LOANS
STOCK LOAN S.08 per S IOW loan value per day increased (decreased) by S.OO1
for every Z% increase (decrease) in the broker call rate between
6% and 9%.
BROKER CALL STOCK LOAN BROKER CALL STOCK LOAN
RATE(%) FEE RA TE (%) FEE
6 5.080 7% S.087
6% .081 8 .088
6% .08?
.089
6% .083 8% .090
7 .084 8% .091
7% .085 9 .092
7% .086
DIVIDENDS
25% dividend item (Dividend item is a dividend payment to a CUSIP
within an account location)
July 19711
8%








MEMBERSHIP DUES $250/ month
SPECIALIST FEES 0 $225/ post/ month
1.5% of specialist's commission income
(for PSE specialist firms only)
FLOOR BOOT $40/ month/ small booth
$80/ month/ large booth
$160/ month/ area booth
TRANSACTIONS 14.OC/ $1,000 on first $10 million of business per month
10.OC/ $1,000 on amount over $10 million up to
and including $50 million per month
8.0C/ $1,000 on amount over $50 million per month
SCOREX Odd Lot Market and Limit Orders- No SCOREX Charge
Round Lot Market Orders- No SCOREX Charge_
When Specialist improves best bid/offer on Round Lot Market
Orders- No SCOREX or Specialist Charge
Round Lot Urn it and PRL Limit Orders:
100- 199 shares= $1.00 per trade
200- 299 shares= $1.50 per trade
300 shares= $1.75 per trade
LISTINC Original Listing, Stocks and Warrants- $5,000 Bonds- $2,500
Additional Listings-- C per share for first 100,000 shares
%.C per share thereafter
$250 minimum
$1,250 maximum per application
$5,000 maximum per year
Listing Maintenance- first issue $500/ year
additional issues $250/ year
maximum $2,500
EXTENSION REQUESTS $2/ extension request. $2/ buy-in request
MISCELLANEOUS MEMBER The initial fee for the purchase of a membership by an individual
FIRM CHARGES not associated with a member organization- the greater of 5%
of the purchase price or $250





DUES S100 for each symbol/mo.
TRANSACTION FEE MIN. MAX.
STOCKS:
54/ 100 shares 54/ trade $10.00 /tradeRecording Comparison
121/ 100 shares 12/ trade $12.00/ tradeClearance Settlement
BONDS:
Recording Comparison 3$/S1000 3c/ trade $3.00/ trade
Clearance- Settlement 7$/ S1000 7t/ trade S TOO/ trade
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES: Delivery to participant in street name $1.501 item
Receipt of securities from participant 5.80/ item
TRANSFERS:
Transfers from Clearing or Depository transferred into designated
name $1.50/item'
Physically received from participant for transfer into designated
name (accomodation) S3.00iitem'
Legal transfer S 10.00/item
Regular postage and insurance included. Additional registered
mail, transfer fees, etc: passed through to participants.
OTHER ACTIVITY: Keypunch for data processing- excludes captured trades, inter
face activity, computer executed Comex trades and depository
movements S.10/item
Buy-ins- billed to originating broker S5.00/item
Advisories- billed to submitting broker S.15/item
Mail Clearing- S50/mo. plus 15c/trade, 51500/mo. max.
Dividends- S. 25/C US I P Item
Securities Collection (SCD) S6.00/item plus out of pocket ex-
pense for deliveries draft attached.
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APPENDIX 9
3,000 Far East Stock Exchlange Turnover (in millions of Hong Kong Dollar)
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Stamp Duty Return to Government






INPUTS TO THE PROPOSED CENTRAL
CLEARING SYSTEM
Trading Subsystem Input Transactions




Transaction Code (Buy or Sell)
Selling or Buying Stockbroker Code (optional)
Buying or Selling Customer Number (optional)
Settlement Code
Transaction Status Fnmiirv
Transaction Number (System assigned number of
























Safe Custody Account File Maintenance Card
.Safe Custody Account Number
Maintenance Code
Safe Custody Account Holder's Name
Safe Custody Holder'.s Address
Settlement Bank
Settlement Account Number
Safe Custody Account Holder's Status
Statement Date
Deposit and Withdrawal Cards
Safe Custody Account Number
Stock Number


























Safe Custody Account FilE
Safe Custody Account
Safe Custody Account Holder's Name







Average Number of. Scrips
Number of Dividends Collection
Number of Bonus Collection


















Number of Transaction Status Enquiries
Number of Share Quotation Enquiries
Number of Online System Time Units
Statement File









Safe Custody Securities File







Buying (Selling) Stockbroker Number
Number of Share Bought (Sell)
Buying (Selling) Price
Selling (Buying) Stockbroker Number





Safe Custody Updates File
Safe Custody Account Number
Stock Number












Dividends, Bonus and Rights Deposit File
Safe Custody Account Number
Stock Number
Number of Shares Deposited
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